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Across the Caribbean the excitement grows, as 
news of the World Interhash coming to the region 
spreads.  From Jamaica to Barbados, down the 

Caribbean chain, hashers across the region are thrilled that 
the World Interhash is coming to Trinidad. 

None are more excited than Trinidad’s sister isle, Tobago, 
where hashers are already putting together packages for 

her Pre and Post 
Lube visitors, 
which include a 
run through the 
oldest Forest 
Reserve in the 

Western Hemisphere, The Main Ridge.

Established in 1776, The Main Ridge 
is the spine of the small island, run-
ning 75% of the island’s length, cov-
ered in virgin forest, with some of the 
oldest trees anywhere. Many of these 
old tress are themselves stars in the lo-
cal folklore; ask any local about the tale 
of Gangang Sarah, the north African 
witch,’ who flew in to Tobago on a wind 
and was grounded on the island. 

Whereas Trinidad is the larger, more 
energetic of the twin islands,  Tobago 
is positioned as ‘Clean, Green and Se-
rene’, and home to only 75,000 people 
of the 1.4 Mil population of the entire 
country. Blessed with some of the most 
beautiful scenery, Tobago boasts the 
only Barrier Reef in the Caribbean- The 
Buccoo Reef, the Largest Brain Coral 
in the world, the Main Ridge, the Black 
Coral forest and some other secret 
places to explore. 

Only 11 miles off of the South American 
continent, both islands enjoy some 
of the best deep sea fishing in the 
Caribbean, with prize catches of Blue 
Marlin “Granders”, Dolphin Fish, (Mahi 

Mahi), Wahoo, year round Tarpon and 
others.  If you are up for adventure 
you can expect packages of Deep Sea 
fishing, Sailing, Scuba Diving, Hiking, 
Kite Boarding, Wind Surfing, Stand-up 
Paddling, and Mountain Bike riding, or 
if you are more interested in ‘Chilin or 
Liming’ you can choose to play Golf or 
visit the many waterfalls or just chill on 
the beautiful beaches, bath in the Nylon 
Pool or sip more than a few cold ones 
in the local bars. 

Accommodation on the islands range 
from Hotels, Guest Houses, Air bnb and 
privately rented Villas, including those 
with private bays of their own, which 
can sleep up to 12 persons in most 
cases, offering visitors many reason-
able options.

Access to Tobago is easy, with 4 daily 
ferry crossings, as well as daily flights 
every 45 min from Trinidad to Tobago’s 
ANR Robinson International Airport. 

For those hashers wishing to explore 
the Caribbean Basin, all our neighbour-
ing islands are uniquely beautiful with 
their own Caribbean pace, but its this 
writers personal view, that after the ac-
tion of Trinidad, you cant leave the re-
gion without sailing a few days in the 
spectacular waters of the Grenadines. 

Till then,

On on to TT2020

https://www.interhashtrinidad2020.com/
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Register now at www.Interhashtrinidad2020.com

http://www.Interhashtrinidad2020.com
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Editor’s Notes
The 80th Anniversary of the Hash House 
Harriers was a true gathering of HHH clans 
from around the world. To commemorate 
this auspicious event, 2000 hashers traveled 
to Kuala Lumpur to participate in a glorious 
week of trails and celebrations. Our well 
seasoned HHH event reviewer, CIA, flew in 
from Houston to take part. Agree or disagree 
with his views; this writer has been to more 
HHH events than most, and has years of 
experience reviewing these events. Quick 
Drawers weaves a “Tale of Two Trails” 
recounting some of the Mother Hash trails. 
Bushdiver was on trail in KL too, with his 
hardcore take on Hashing in Malaysia - where 
the Hash House Harriers began in 1938.

What’s colder than a witch’s tit in a bronze 
bra on the shady side of an iceberg?  The 
“No Wimps Trail” in Minneapolis, Minnesota 
each January is cooler than cool. Even if 
you think you are already cool, you haven’t 
achieved true coolness until you do this one. 
Don’t be a wimp, join in the fun and be really 
cool!

Calling all Scotsmen, fair lassies, and anyone 
who dons a kilt and enjoys a wee dram of 
liquid heaven every now and then. Word to 
the wise is that La Union in the Philippines 
is the place to be on the first of December 
for the annual Haggis Bash. Breakout the 
bagpipes and let The Games begin. Just 
good clean fun with the slight possibility of a 
hangover in the morning.

From the jungles of Malaysia to snow capped 
peaks in the Land of the Rising Sun, you 
can’t keep a good hasher down. Bushdiver 

NOMINATIONS NOW OPEN FOR 
THE BEST HHH EVENTS OF 2019

What are your favourite HHH events for Asia, the Americas, 
Africa, Europe, and/or Australia/New Zealand/Oceania?

Nominate your favourite HHH event and earn a FREE 
one-year subscription to Harrier Magazine Digital 

Edition if we publish your submission. 

Include 3 or 4 short sentences about the event(s)
and its contact information.

Go to harriermagazine.com to vote!
or

Email: publisher@HarrierMagazine.com

Heath “Son of Bimbo/Harmonica 
Lewinski” Norris and Jim and Lisa. 

At the IMH Nha Trang 2018 Red 
Dress Run.

journeys to Makino on the shores of 
Lake Biwa for good times at Japan Nash 
Hash. 

Head Mistress set off for Zambia in search 
of lions and tigers and crocodiles. What 
did she find at the 2000th running of the 
Lusaka Hash House Harriers? Read all 
about her latest African adventure.

Mijas, in Southern Spain, will celebrate 30 years of hashing this May. So dust off 
your sombrero and get ready for the best reason to go to Spain in the last 30 years 
,and maybe the next 30 years too.

I look forward to seeing you on trail soon. On On!

Jim Edens, Publisher
Harrier Magazine International Edition
Fun on the run since 2002
www.HarrierMagazine.com
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• Articles
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See your stuff published 
around the world!
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publisher@harriermagazine.com

We Want You!

CAMBODIA 
BEACH CLUB RESORT 
CAMBODIA HASHES 
COOLA PRODUCTS
SAKMUT BOUTIQUE HOTEL 

CHINA
PAN ASIA HASH 2019 

LAOS
AVIS CAR RENTAL 
LAO HASHES

EUROPE
HASH GEAR, Denmark
INTERSCANDI 2019 SWEDEN
MIJAS H3 30TH ANNIVERSARY 
UK NASH HASH 2019

INTERNATIONAL
HAZ’S GO TO THE HASH

PHILIPPINES
ANGEL’S BAKERY 
BARBARINO’S 
CAPT’N GREGG’S
HOT ZONE

PHILIPPINES (CONT.)

JOHAN’S DIVE RESORT
LA BAMBA/RHAPSODY
PHILIPPINES HASH BASH PALAWAN
PHILIPPINES NASH HASH MANILA 
PINATUBO CRAFT BEER
SUBIC BAY H3
UET INTERNATIONAL CORP
WILD ORCHID RESORTS
WOBBLY BOOT HOTEL 

THAILAND
AMARI WATERGATE RUN 2018 
BAM BAM’S HASH SHIRTS 
BANGKOK HASHES
I-ROVERS SPORTS BAR 
THE SPORTSMAN BAR & RESTAURANT 
PHUKET HASHES
OLD GERMAN BEERHOUSE
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USA
STUMPTOWN KILTS 

VIETNAM 
VIETNAM HASHES 

Will
You?

Philippine Nash Hash, Manila
28 February-3 March 2019

Philippines Hash Bash
Puerto Princesa, Palawan

7-9 March 2019

Interhash Trinidad
24-26 April 2020

We’ll 
Be 

There

SUBSCRIBE
www.harriermagazine.com
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WESSEX HASHER - GODFATHER
10 JUNE 1936 - 28 AUGUST 2018

Gates had over 2000 R*ns with the Wessex 
Hash, a veteran of Inter Hashes and 
Marathons including six London alone. 
He attended his first IH in Bali 1988. A 
gentleman with plenty of antidotes, humour 
and love of life in general. Also a bit of 
a ‘Steptoe & Son who was once found 
extracting a five bar gate and carrying it 
back to the Après for four miles...Well, it was 
only going to waste and was laying there!

He died peacefully at home with his family 
all around, and will be sorely missed in the 
hashing fraternity. 

Memories of an old friend who will be missed not only for his 
wisdom, antidotes and humour but for his love of life and hashing. 

On on dear friend...

Gates ‘Godfather’
Wessex HHH

UKNH - Jurassic - Gates & Poppet

Gates 70th Birthday Cake 
Eurohash Krakow

Orator - Words of wisdom!Bolbec Marathon 

ALAN STANLEY REYNOLDS
‘GATES’

Hash Hero
by Mr Beaky
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Print Editions
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What’s cooler than being cool? This ice cold “No 
Wimps” trail with the “Coolest Kennel” in the United 
States, the Minneapolis H3! The No Wimps Trail is a 
half-marathon of booze and wool-layered debauch-
ery done in the middle of winter through beautiful, 
frost-bitten shiggy. Have no fear Wimps, there is al-
ways a Zippy Trail for the (walking) Wimps. This is 
Minneapolis H3’s biggest trail of the year, and we’ll 
see you there on 19 January 2019. All this frigid fun 
is only $10 hash cash!

 No Wimps Trail Lo
n
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by Crotch Thumper

The hares explain the snowy trail marks.

Magically Delicious is not thwarted by the cold. 

Crotch Thumper, Lotion, Sex and Ate, and Buster 
are bundled up... and drop out of this cold event 

at checkpoints 1 & 2. 

The hare for No Wimps hash: Magically Delicious 

Hashing In

USA
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The No Wimps trail began 27 years ago in greater Minneapolis, and now 
welcomes serious revelers and ambitious athletes to a tit-bit-nipply 10 to 12 
mile frolic up and down the scenic Minnesota River bluffs—and that’s just true 
trail. There are several checkpoints along the way to hydrate with a variety of 
themed beverages, a chance to check your gear and keep things dangerous, 
and to swap clothing as you warm up and the day cools down.

At any of these checkpoints, you can choose to continue your frosty challenge 
or you can be rescued and spirited away to the Wimps Trail, which is inside 
the Mall of America. 

Dedicated indoor athletes and retail hounds know the Mall of America as one 
of the top tourist destinations in the country, featuring 330 stores, a stadium, a 
giant roller coaster, and other oddities to baffle your half-mind. The Wimps Trail 
will be laid within, using deviously hidden trail marks so as not to concern the 
security guards or panic the muggles.
  
This trail has taken up to four hours to complete before, which is plenty of 
time to live great stories you immediately regret.  We’ll circle up afterward at a 
secret on-in location where everyone gathers to share stories and honor those 
who have finished trial…and nominate heroes, villains, and wimps, for down-
downs!

Mr. Ed and Ms. Ed are the heart of the No Wimps 
hash and will melt the coldest of hearts with 

their hashpitality.

The hashers who “Wimp” out of the cold trail get sent to the Mall of 
Americas with an indoor trail filled with warmth and many beer checks.

Cougar Bait and Puts the Tanning Lotion in the 
Basket choose from the multitude of stores in 

the fully indoor Wimps trail. 
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I absolutely loved Minneapolis H3’s hashpitality when I attended their 2018 
No Wimps trail.  Mr. Ed and Mrs. Ed, who you may have gotten to know 
through their world hash travels, are absolutely a joy to be around with their 
many years of hashing.  Plunder their memories of your favorite destination 
hashes, and you’ll probably find that you’ve crossed trails with this nearly-
famous duo!

The No Wimps trail is marked with bright tape in the trees and bushes about 
a week before the actual event.  This is because it would be too easy to 
follow a hare’s footprints in the snow!  I wimped out at checkpoint #2 which 
was about five miles into a trail with 10” (25.4 cm) of snow—after defeating 
creeks, shiggy fields, and climbing frozen rock faces!

Part of the trail involved climbing a frozen waterfall with a height of 60’ (18.3 
meters), which became a team building activity as some hashers had low-
tread road running shoes.   At its height, there was a human ladder of eight 
harriettes helping one unprepared hasher.  It took about 25 minutes to get 
this hasher to the top, but we celebrated with high fives and honor down-
downs for making sure that no hasher was left behind. 

While you are in Minnesota for this event, there is a pre-lube on Thursday as 
they hold the Twin Titty Thursday H3. Friday is Drinking Practice or pay-as-
you-go Pub Crawl, and then No Wimps kicks off at on Saturday!

The Overachieving Front Running Bastards for 
the 2018 No Wimps trail: Pinkie Pecker and 

Numb Nuts. 

 The snowy hounds 
follow the bright orange 
trail through the woods.  

GMs of Minneapolis H3:
Dickie Dukes and Swamp Pussy

 
Trail: No Wimps

Date: Saturday, 19 January 2019

City: Minneapolis, MN

Hash Cash: $10

Further Event Details: 
www.facebook.com/

events/340302043380775/

Crashspace Arrangements:
Ms. Ed at hhh.ms.ed@gmail.com

Website: Minneapolish3.com
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HHH World Events was launched on Tuesday July 29th.

EVENT 
ORGANIZERS

Harrier Magazine can become a 
media sponsor for your event.

 
*You get:
   FREE advertising for your event
    FREE story about your event
    FREE 6 month Digital Edition 
            subscription for all 
            your participants

• 
For more information contact: 
JimEdens@HarrierMagazine.com

Attention

* We reserve the right to alter or discontinue 
this promotion at any time.

- - VALUABLE COUPON - - VALUABLE COUPON - - VALUABLE COUPON - - 

  

                 GET A FREE 6 MONTH SUBSCRIPTION TO HARRIER MAGAZINE’S ONLINE EDITION WITH COUPON CODE SAMPLE18 1. GO TO WWW.HARRIERMAGAZINE.COM/SUBSCRIPTIONS/ AND CLICK ON THE SUBCRIBE NOW LINK 
2. CLICK ON THE SIX MONTHS (FREE WITH COUPON) SUBSCRIPTION OPTION 3. COMPLETE THE SUBSCRIBER INFORMATION 4. ENTER COUPON CODE SAMPLE18 TO ZERO OUT PRICING. 5. CLICK ON THE SUBSCRIBE NOW BUTTON AND VIEW THE CURRENT ONLINE EDITION AND BACK ISSUES.  

 
*COUPON CODE MUST BE USED BY 1 SEPTEMBER 2018. LIMITED TO FIRST 100 EVENT REGISTRATIONS. THE ONLINE EDITION IS AN INTERACTIVE PDF FILE THAT YOU CAN DOWNLOAD 
TO YOUR COMPUTER OR MOBILE DEVICE FOR VIEWING. ADOBE READER OR EQUIVALENT PDF 
READER, OR COMPATIBLE MOBILE DEVICE (IPHONE, IPAD, ANDROID) IS REQUIRED. YOU CAN 
ALSO VIEW THE INTERACTIVE FLIPBOOK ONLINE AT WWW.HARRIERMAGAZINE.COM/SUBSCRIPTIONS/ . 

- - VALUABLE COUPON - - VALUABLE COUPON - - VALUABLE COUPON - - 

 

 

HOW TO USE THIS COUPON 
for your FREE 6-month Subscription to Harrier 

Magazine’s Bi-Monthly Digital Edition: 
3 Easy Steps: 
1. The event organizer emails the Coupon with the event Coupon Code & instructions to 

participants as soon as they register. 1 to 6 months prior to the event is ideal.
2. The event registrant logs on to www.HarrierMagazine.com/Subscriptions/, click on 

the Subscription option & complete the subscriber information using the coupon code.
3. The subscriber then clicks on the Subscribe Now button to access current & back 

editions of Harrier Magazine online.

See the next page for 
promotion details
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Harrier Magazine
Media Sponsorship Promotion

A participating event receives:

1. Advertising in Harrier Magazine Digital Edition

2. A feature about the event in Harrier Magazine

3. A 6-month subscription (3 bi-monthly issues) for each event 
participant who registers for the event up to 10 days prior to 
the event

Events can qualify for this promotion by agreeing to the 
following terms:

1. The event agrees to list Harrier Magazine as an event 
sponsor and to display the Harrier Magazine logo (and 
hyperlink) on the event’s website, on the event’s registration 
form, and on signage at the event.

2. The event agrees to email a Harrier Magazine Coupon to 
each participant during the period of time from the day a 
person registers for the event up to 10 days prior to the event.

3. This promotion is only for events that have electronic 
registration. 

If your event is interested in taking part in this promotion please 
email: customerservice@HarrierMagazine.com so a coupon can be 
created for you to email to your registrants.

If you have any questions about how this promotion can work for 
your event, please email: JimEdens@HarrierMagazine.com

This is a limited time offer. Harrier Magazine reserves the right to change the terms 
of this promotion at any time. This offer refers to Harrier Magazine Digital Edition.
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As most hashers should know, the hash got started in 1938 in Kuala 
Lumpur (KL), Malaysia by a group of British expats. Eighty years later, 
the hash has spread like an STD and has infected the world. 

To celebrate this achievement, if that’s the right word, the mother hash, decided 
to host an anniversary party. It’s not the first tine they have done this. They did 
one five years ago for the 75th anniversary. Before that, they had a celebration 
in 1998 which was also world interhash.

I attended the one in 1998 which was held at Merdeka stadium, the same 
venue for the 75th anniversary and the current one. In 1998, they said that the 
interhash would be the last event held at the stadium as it was scheduled to be 
torn down. Well, they lied! Twenty years later, it looks just like it did back then.

It’s actually a great venue for a hash event. The stage was erected on the 
pitch. We had cover in the stands in the event of rain. Also working proper 
toilets, not portable toilets. The stadium is also adjacent to a monorail station 
so it’s easily accessed from anywhere in KL. 

For lots of folks, this was their first time hashing in Asia. I think it was a bit of 
a culture shock!

C I A Reviews

Mother Hash
by CIA

Hashing In

Malaysia
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1) What are the themes for this event? they asked..
Response: what are themes? This is mother hash. We don’t do that shit.

2) How come you guys don’t have hash names? 
Response: because that’s how it is in mother hash

3) Why don’t you allow women on the mother hash?
Response: that’s how the hash got started and we aren’t changing. But we are 
organizing this weekend where women are allowed. But the Monday hash is still 
men only.

4) Why no beer stops?
Response: Beer is at the end of the run, not the middle. But we do provide water 
stops.

5) Your runs are way too tough!
Response: Stop your whining. This is a hilly place and we run in the jungle. Suck 
it up, buttercup! 

To summarize, mother hash is old school hashing, like it was 60 years ago. 

Has your grandmother changed with the times? Yeah, I’m talking about the one 
who still has a flip phone and refuses to use facebook. Well, that’s how mother 
hash is.

Mother hash is cool because it doesn’t give a fuck about being cool!

All that being said, I thought mother hash did a damn good job organizing this 
shitshow. 

There was plenty of food every night at the stadium. Queues weren’t that bad and 
they didn’t run out of food. It was mostly Malay and Chinese food but that was 
fine with me. 

There was plenty of beer. It was mostly tiger. 

The goody bag we got was great. We got 3 different shirts: a singlet, a dress polo 
shirt, and a cotton polo shirt. All of them were of good quality and design. We got 
hash Shiggy socks. We got a towel. We even got a backpack but it looked to be 
a kids backpack. The shoulder straps were way too short. That item remained at 
the hotel. We also got a glass jar from Tiger brewery. It was large and heavy with 
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no handle. That also remained at the hotel. We also got a small info booklet, a 
magazine, and a patch.

Entertainment was outstanding. We had an all female band playing all three 
nights. My only comment was they were way too loud. But they were very 
good. We also had an acrobatic group that did a dragon show on stilts. It was 
like something out of cirque du soleil. I’ve never seen anything like that at a 
hash event. If you weren’t there, watch the videos that have been posted on 
this act. It’s hard to describe in words. 

As for the runs, the descriptions didn’t match the level of difficulty. They were 
all tough, except the one that started from the stadium. 

Bus queues were done on the pitch. We had to stand there in the hot sun for 
almost an hour before boarding the buses. That could have been handled 
better.
I went on run D on Saturday which was at agropark. It was advertised as 
having an old farts option which turned out to be fake news. Lots of old farts 
turned out for this run only to find out the trail went up a steep hill, down a very 
slippery slope and then up an even steeper hill. Those foolish enough to do it 
were really pissed off. A good bunch of us though went out about a kilometer 
where it was still flat, then found a swimming hole, and returned the way we 
came. So no problem for us! 

Circle didn’t really happen as people came in from trail slowly and looking like 
they had been to hell and back. 

It started raining buckets so we tried to huddle under some makeshift tarpaulin. 
When the rain finally let up, we hiked back to the buses which were a way 
down the road. So no circle. No one was really in the mood. 

The terrain was quite nice and featured a stream but it was a tough trail. 
We heard similar comments about the other trails when we got back to the 
venue. 
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Obligatory rant: It’s not required to make super tough runs (except the 
ballbuster) at celebration events: quite the contrary. Make the runs fairly easy 
so hashers can enjoy the party afterwards. When people are wiped out from 
the run, they eat the meal afterwards and leave right away. I’ve seen this over 
and over again. Look at the demographics of your registrants. If they indicate 
they want a walk or a short run, give them that.. maybe 4 to 5 k at most if it’s 
gentle terrain. If tough shiggy terrain, make it shorter. Rant over. 

Regarding communication, I thought this was good. The info booklet we got in 
our goody bag told us what we needed to know. There were quite a few email 
blasts and the website had lots of useful information..
Overall, I thought mother hash did a good job with the 80th anniversary event. 

One nice touch they provided was access to the Royal Selangor Club where it 
all got started. Normally, you cannot enter the club unless you are a guest of a 
member. But for this weekend only, your registration wristband got you access. 
The Royal Selangor Club is mecca for hashers. The original building where G 
and his cohorts drank in 1938 was destroyed in a fire but the current structure 
has been there for at least twenty years. It looks like one of those stuffy private 
clubs from the British colonial era which it tries to emulate. There are several 
bars in the place plus a hash heritage museum with all sorts of memorabilia 
from the hash. One cool thing in there is a hash genealogy chart which shows 
when various clubs started, along with their parents and spawn. It’s several 
years out of date. Lots of hash clubs have started in the last few years. But still 
fascinating to look at. One controversial part of the Selangor Club is the Long 
bar which is for men only. No women or kids. It’s not really very remarkable.. 
But harriettes were going in there anyway.. I saw at least one get kicked out. 
If you are visiting KL, contact mother hash and see if you can go as a guest of 
a member. 

Mark 2038 on your calendars for the 100th anniversary! I’m betting it will also 
be at merdeka stadium!

And to summarize again:
Mother hash is cool because it doesn’t give

a f*ck about being cool!
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2018 update of The Hash Bible.
Free eBook for all Mother’s 80th registrants.

“A fast-paced read … a must for the bookshelf.”  - Inside Sport, Australia

Download yours from
www.stulloyd.com

www.coola-products.com

info@coola-products.com
+855 92 888 967 (ENG)     +855 12 317 576 (KHM)
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by Quick Drawers

T
he two designated “Old Farts Trails” offered during this weekend event 
were totally different, especially in the key area concerning level of 
physical fitness required! 

Yes, I’ll explain this! 

On approximately page 18-20, of the booklet the hashers received, as part of 
their excellent goody bag, were Mother Hash specific comments and trail de-
scriptions.  It was advised the organizers had introduced a 4th run type called 
“Old Farts Run” which was to be “Not really a run but a walking opportunity. 
These will be 1 to 2 km in length wherein you can turn around at any point to 
the beer truck. They will be flat (no hills). They will provide for those who 
want the experience of the Malaysian countryside, but not the exertion of 
a run.”  Sounds really good, for any physically limited hashers, right? This 
guidance was of course not followed by the Hares for the Saturday only, 
short Old Fart Run!!! 

The run description for Saturdays Old Fart Run at the Taman Agrotech Run 
Site stated: “The Old Farts run here is perhaps the best of the lot. Starting on 
the tarmac, it enters the primary and secondary jungle on a wide, level and 
abandoned logging road. It is the closest the Old Fart will get to experience 
jungle at extreme ease.” 

Again, positive comments, so any physically challenged or possibly even 
a hungover or lazy hasher may choose to wander along with similar fellow 
hashers, enjoy the green countryside and have pleasant conversations. 

Mother Hash
80th Anniversary

A Tale of Two Trails
by Quick Drawers

Hashing In

Malaysia
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What in fact was encountered 
on this Old Fart trail, papered 
with Short Run labeled mark-
ings, was one of the two most 
difficult, challenging and ex-
hausting hash runs I have 
experienced! I’m amazed 
there were no serious injuries 
suffered by those Old Farts 
that managed to survive this 
2.5–3.5 hour steep, slippery 
muddy, thorny, rocky, extreme 
Jungle trail!!!!

Trail did start out on an aban-
doned dirt logging road, for the 
first half kilometer, and then it 
diverted course off the log-
ging road, over a rusty metal 
bridge, crossing a nicely flow-
ing stream. On the other side 
a narrow, single person, wind-
ing semi-path started its uphill 
climb and continued to do so 
for about 20 minutes, before 
leveling off for several hun-
dred yards. The pact at this 
point had reached what I have 
termed the point of no return. 
(It was later determined that 
about 20+ of the smarter Old 
Farts, turned around and re-
turned to start from this point.) 
Here the pack was faced with 
a near vertical 25 foot slippery 
muddy decent, which con-

tinued downward thru a rocky 
area into another rocky low wa-
ter stream bed. Having falsely 
assumed this would be a short 
run and trail now surely headed 
downward most of the pack 
continued onward! Coming out 
of the stream bed area we be-
gan what turned out to be about 
45 minutes of steady nonstop 
steep, muddy slippery climb, 
only made possible with careful 
footing and a successful search 
for some piece of vegetation on 
which to pull yourself up a few 
yards of the slope each time.  
The average running shoe was 
not much of a help with the slick 
mud while repeating this pro-
cess and means of clawing, or 
crawling ever upward.

After reaching the eventual top 
of this steep hill, trail almost 
immediately began the long 
winding muddy decent. It was 
still necessary to use available 
vegetation to slow your de-
cent and prevent going off trail 
into less desirable needle like 
thorny vegetation. There were 
of course no drink stops of any 
sort on this extreme Jungle Run 
and it didn’t take long to run 
thru the one water bottle some 
brought on trail, while many 

Hashers lining up 0930-1030AM, in Merdeka 
Stadium for their chosen trail.

Hashers being rewarded for 
finishing the Old Fart Trail.

Initial gradual assent up the nar-
row winding trail.

Group walking from their Bus drop point 
on toward the Agrotech run site.

Agrotech run site in logging area.

Small stream crossed early on 
Old Fart Trail.
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others that had not brought 
anything soon regretted that 
grave mistake. Hashers tried 
to assist each other whenever 
possible and of course offered 
words of encouragement for 
the many exhausted Old Farts 
just attempting to get out of the 
Jungle without injury.

The last kilometer of trail was 
again back onto a downward 
sloping slick muddy logging 
road where careful footing was 
still required to prevent falling. 
A late afternoon shower man-
aged to provide mini streams of 
muddy water on the last steep 
hill back into the run site. Those 
hashers already at the finish, 
provided cheers and Ooh’s and 
Aah’s as they watched the last 
of the hashers attempting to 
get down this last steep section 
without falling. Overall it was a 
Jungle Run which many an Old 
Fart, including myself, regretted 
doing.

Now trying to compare the 
printed guidance with what ac-
tually occurred, I will venture a 
positive guess, that the original 
intent of this trail was for the Old 
Farts to never leave the logging 
road??? Crossing the small 
bridge and onto the jungle trail 
upward, I hope was an individu-
al hare mistake??  It’s possible 
to assume an over achieving 
hare for taking the short run 
on most of the same exact trail 
as the normal run??? The only 
other choice is to assume the 
published run description was 
in error. 

The second Old Fart Run on 
Sunday was exactly what every 
run of this type was expected 
to be. It started at 2PM from 
the Merdeka Stadium venue 
and proceeded to wind its way 
on sidewalks beside busy city 
streets. Trail crossed several 
bridges, walkways, pedestrian 
underpasses, some muddy 

Small temple passed as the pack heads out on 
the Sun Old Fart Run.

Interesting building passed 
while on trail.

Pack continuing on trail beside a city street.

Busy street crossing as the pack 
heads back in the Venue direction.

Hashers being recognized for having used 
their umbrellas while in trail.

Pack navigating a section of 
road construction.
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road construction areas, etc. A very typical downtown city run passing nota-
ble historical and governmental buildings and nearby temples. A light shower 
cooled off the umbrella wielding pack for part of the walk and at about the 
one hour mark the pack found themselves returning to the venue for refresh-
ments and a lively circle. An ample supply of ice filled bags was available 
for honored members to sit upon, while being recognized for their personal 
achievements. This was exactly the type of run this group had hoped for and 
received. A job well done Hares. Thank You

General view of the stadium as hashers 
enjoy their evening meal.

Portion of the Venue 
Extensive Food Line.

The overall event itself was well organized and it was obvious that a lot of hard 
work went into making it a memorable success as was the 60th Anniversary 
event in 1998. 

Thanks Mother Hash!
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The Mother Hash which was the original Hash club founded in 1938 
hosted its 80th Anniversary event on September 13 to 16 at Merdeka 
Stadium in Kuala Lumpur, Malaysia. There were over 2,000 hashers 

in attendance from all over the world so that places the event in the same 
category as an Interhash or a Pan Asia hash.  In my opinion this was the 
greatest hash event in Asia for 2018. Considering the number of attendees 
I feel that the event was extremely well organized.  Of course there the few 
minor glitches primarily caused by the weather or the layout of Merdeka but 
that is to be expected. Overall the sponsors did an excellent job and are to 
be commended.

Malaysia is a very mountainous country and those mountains are covered by 
thick jungle. Many of these mountains particularly around KL are traversed 
by many trails. As a result this is perfect place for serious hashers and for 
people that like to run or hike in the mountains. The scenery is specular and 
the views from the top are fantastic. Malaysia has hundreds of hash clubs 
and thousands of hashers. The numbers per capita far exceeds every other 
country in the world.  It is in this environment that this event took place.  

By Steve Roney aka Bushdiver

Hashing In

Malaysia
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On Thursday there was a green dress run and on Friday a dinner followed 
by a show. I didn’t attend either of these events because I came to the event 
to hike, I do not do street runs and I did not come just to eat and go home. 
On Friday evening I did the Damansara Hash instead. The hash runs were 
on Saturday and Sunday.  Monday was the regular Mother Hash run but it 
really was part of the anniversary event with around 500 people in attend-
ance. 

We were instructed to meet up at Merdeka at 10am Saturday and Sunday 
morning. There were 5 run locations and we were requested to select the 
location of our choice. On Saturday I selected Location A, Bukit Lagong and 
on Sunday I selected Location D, Taman AgroTeck. We were loaded onto 
the buses and transported to these sites. Mother Hash as well as some of 
the other KL hash clubs has a reputation for doing difficult hash runs. The 
average weekly Mother Hash run is from 8 to 12 kms. and all runs are on 
brutal mountain trails with lots of climbing up and down. Also the weekly runs 
start at 6:00pm so many hashers finish in the dark. There are some KL clubs 
that do easier trails. For this anniversary event they really toned things down 
a great deal. For the event they gave us a choice of 4 different trails at each 
location. So that is 20 separate trails in all. 

There was a long trail of about 8kms for real hashers like me, there was a 
medium which was also difficult but shorter, and a short which was even 
shorter. Then on top of that there was an old farts trail for the old people and 
cripples. This trail was about 2kms in length and was flat on proper roads. 
The original founders probably would roll over in their graves if they knew 
that the mother hash actually did this type of trail. Anyway I did the long trails 
and I thought they were fantastic. We went up steep hills and down steep 
hills. They had sweepers along the way to make sure no one got lost or hurt. 
The consensus among everyone that did these trails was positive. Along 
with this article are pictures and I think these pictures speak for themselves. 
If you like beautiful challenging trails Malaysia is the place for you. 
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After the trails there was the usual circle, drinking beer and socializing. We 
then loaded back on the buses and returned to Merdeka. In the evening 
there was every kind of food that anyone could want followed by entertain-
ment. They put on some sort of dragon show which everyone enjoyed. As 
part of the event they gave us 3 shirts, a small back pack and some other 
small stuff. In addition we had the opportunity to purchase more hash shirts 
from old events at the hash bazaar. 

On Monday there was the usual Mother Hash evening event for men only. 
This was a joint run with the PJ Animals Hash and there were about 500 
people in attendance. Again there was a choice of runs, short, medium and 
long. I think there also was an old farts run but I really cannot remember.  
Actually I thought this run was not that difficult. After the run there was the 
usual food, beer, circle and bus ride back to Merdeka.  On Tuesday I did the 
Cheras Hash which had nothing to do with the mother hash event.  If anyone 
thought the mother hash was difficult they should have done this Cheras 
hash. It was much harder that anything at the mother hash event. I was 2 
hours into the run and starting to get a little tired. I was hiking with about 4 
other hashers and one of them said that I needed to speed it up because we 
still had 5kms to go. I really thought he was joking but he was not, we did 
another 5kms. 

All in all, this event was fantastic and I am looking forward to the next big 
event in Malaysia. There is a Borneo Nash Hash in Kota Kinabalu Septem-
ber 13 to 15, 2019. There probably will be a Malaysian Nash Hash in 2019 
but the dates and location have not been announced.  Hope to see you 
there. Also if you love to hike and want to experience hash Malaysian style 
you can come whenever you like and do the regular hash runs with the many 
hash clubs. I highly recommend, Batu Hash, Dalmation Hash, Damansara 
Hash, Petaling Java Animales and Cheras Hash as well as Mother Hash.  
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Greeting from Southern Spain!
17th to the 19th May 2019:  A date for your diaries, the weekend to celebrate  
Mijas Hash House Harriers 30th Anniversary, it will all start with Pre Lubes and 
the Red Dress Run before that date but check out our web page for full details.
To state the obvious Mijas Hash House Harriers started nearly 30 years ago, 
based on the traditions of our Mother Hash in Malaysia, well actually Pattaya 
H3 Thailand. Those hashers out there who have been fortunate to have run 
with this fine bunch of maniacs will appreciate Pattaya H3 are still what I call 
a true hash.  The traditions of Pattaya H3 have been now been transported 
to Southern Spain, with true hash traditions, plus extra Beer stops!!!! And, 
with  a similar bunch of dedicated Hashers, Mijas H3 has managed to go from 
strength to strength over the years, and in my humble option is the best hash 
this side of the Rio Grande (that’s  about 10 kilometres from Mijas).

Mijas HHH
30th Anniversary

Hashing In

Spain

by the Mijas H3 Committee

Over the past 30 years Mijas H3 have been blessed with some great people 
that have kept the club going, these people are what will make our 30th 
Anniversary a mega event, along with some of the best run locations in the 
Andalusian countryside.  
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May 17th to May 19th 2019 - Mijas H3 30th Anniversary:
Price until 30 September 2018 is just 180 Euros. 
After that the price will go up to €200
We are almost fully booked, so hurry up, we are now looking at collecting tee 
shirt sizes, and foot size (No you are not getting running shoes!!) it’s for socks! 
Please advise on your T- shirt size and sock size (European shoe size) to this 
email address.

Any golfers out there? We are possibly looking at arranging a “MijasH3 Golf 
Challenge” during the week’s activities, this will be at La Cala Golf Resort. 
More on this in our next up date. Please register if your interest.

Lastly, we are working on producing a commemorative magazine and would 
appreciate your help with photographs and possible contributions for the mag. 
A drop box will be set up for photographs and other literary contributions. All 
this and more will be in the next update. 
To make the booking or any queries (Please give name and registration 
number)  Mijash3hashcash@gmail.com 

Planning for our biggest Anniversary Bash is going well, and we can now 
confirm the Hash Hotel “Las Palmeras” is now available to take hashers’ 
bookings: 
Please follow these instructions:
Go to the Hotel web site: https://www.hotel-laspalmeras.com/en/
Click on  space bar “Book”, on the next page put the dates you require in 
May 2019  At the bottom of the page there is box for “Promo code” enter 
“MIJASHASH30TH”  then press “Check” you then should be offered a choice of 
rooms ----- Simple. The offer is valid from 13th. – 26th. May both dates included.
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The itinerary is more or less in place and we will be offering the following:
Wednesday 15th May: Caminito del Rey, (The King’s Walk). Check it out 
on www.caminitodelrey.org  A great day out. Depending on the interest, we can 
organise this trip for you, ourselves.

Thursday 16th May: Red Dress Run. Places are limited, so book now. Cost 
is 40 euros, which includes your transport, beers, wine, dinner and special 
Red Dress souvenir. Registration will be at the Hotel Las Palmeras from 
10.00-13.00, and coaches will depart 14.00 to take you to the famous pretty 
white village of Mijas Pueblo for a fun run in aid of the Children’s Cancer 
Hospital in Malaga. On On will be back in Fuengirola. To make the booking go 
to Mijash3hashcash@gmail.com 

Friday 17th May: Registration at the Hotel Las Palmeras. This will be from 
17.00 to 21.00. There will be ‘welcome’ drinks and snacks and time to meet up 
with your fellow Hashers and browse the Hash stalls. On On will be at a local 
live music venue, which is a 2 minute walk from the hotel.

Saturday 18th May: Meet at the Hotel Las Palmeras. Coaches will depart a 
short walk from the hotel.
Runs for Saturday: 
Run Number 1, The Ball Breaker, will leave at 11.00.
Run Number 2, River Run, will leave at 12.00.
Run Number 3, Countryside Run, will leave at 12.00.
Run Number 4, Old Farts Run, will leave at 12.00.
All Hashers will be brought back to the Hotel Las Palmeras in time for a spruce 
up, ready for the 30th Anniversary Hash Ball in the Las Palmeras ballroom, 
which kicks off at 19.00 and includes a full sit-down 3 course meal with Cava, 
wine, beer, live music, DJ and acts until 00.00.
Sunday 19th May: Hare of the Dog Run. Leaving from the Hotel Las Palmeras 
at 12.00 and ending at an amazing Spanish Hacienda with food and wine, plus 
Flamenco and horse show. Transport back to the Hotel Las Palmeras.
Monday 20th  May: “Malaga Hash House Harriers”  this run is also limited 
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Malaga, Spain
15-21 May 2019

www.mijash3.com

numbers as it will be in Malaga City, so if you are interested in joining this run 
please register. Price to be advised. (Now full)
Tuesday 21st  May: “Gibraltar Rock Run” This is Stiffanny & Streaky`s run 
around the famous Rock of Gibraltar, there will only be one (1) coach for this 
run, so book early if you would like to go. The cost is 65 Euros. This will include 
coach transportation, T-shirt, dinner and run costs. ( a few spaces left )
As you can see, we are looking at a fantastic event and are also checking with 
Madrid H3 and Rota H3 (Cadiz) for pre- & post-lube runs.
We are working with ‘Maxy Travel’, should you wish to look at what attractions/
tours are available in and around our area, e.g. Ronda, Granada, Cordoba, 
aqua parks etc. 
Their web page is
www.maxytravel.com and www.andalucia.org 

Looking forward to welcoming you our 
30th Anniversary Bash!

Mijas Hash House Harriers Committee.
Face book: Mijas HHH and www.Mijash3.com

mijash3hashcash@gmail.com  for all payment information.

Looking forward to welcoming you to Southern Spain.

Mijas HHH
30th Anniversary
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Amari Watergate Hotel
Barbarino’s
Captn Greggs
City Inn Vientiane
Coola Products
Frontera
Hash Travel
Indochina Mekong Hash 2017
La Bamba Cantina/Rhapsody
Lao Airlines
Lao Plaza Hotel
Old German Beerhouse
Philippine Nash Hash Cebu 2017
Pinatubo Brewing Point
Riverside Palace Hotel
Scotch Mist
Stumptown Kilts
Summer Breeze Hotel
Sydney Hash House Harriers
The Game
The Sportsman
Usouk Hotel & Spa
Wild Boozer Pub
Wild Orchid Resorts
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Hashing In

Africa

W
atch out for the elephants, don’t go near the friendly 
looking zebra, watch out for the crocodiles and the 
thieving baboons .............. Don’t run or walk alone, 

stay always in a group’ warned the hares of Lusaka H3’s 
2000th Run.  A special celebratory weekend was held at 
Livingstone, a small town on the Zambian side of the mighty 
Victoria Falls, ‘the smoke that thunders’, the last weekend 
of August to celebrate this important achievement. It was 
with great interest I signed up for this event.

Celebrating
2000 runs 

with Lusaka Hash, 
Zambia

by Julia Stanton
photos by Julia Stanton and Martina Hess
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Since Livingstone has good tourist infrastructure and transport links getting 
there was easy, visiting hashers and ex-Lusaka hashers from the UK, Brus-
sels, Addis Ababa, Kigali and Maputo joined and the group was around about 
45 in the end.  Registration was an easy process and I was impressed with the 
professionally printed schedule of events including lots of useful information 
and the song book. Along with the Tshirt and tin mug, hashers were handed a 
small piece of soap in the shape of a lion’s paw (Lusaka H3 evidently wanted 
to make sure hashers kept clean.) The chosen hash resort was a mix of cha-
lets, tented rooms and camping to suit all budgets on the banks of the Zambezi 
river.
 
The first event on the schedule was a warm up run but the hares announced 
that it was going to be too dangerous to do it since there was a herd of el-
ephants on the trail. I had already noticed a herd of 14 of them on the way 
to the resort leaving a trail of destruction behind them in terms of fences and 
trees and if they were to come across any Marula fruit, they would be drunk-
er than any hasher. (Marula fruit are the essential ingredient of Amarula, a 
creamy liquor from South Africa).  To avoid this potential danger of meeting 
the elephants, the hares announced that Hash Olympics were going to be held 
instead and pulled out a bag of different coloured ropes to divide the group into 
five teams. A series of funny team games involving balloons, carrying water on 
your head and three legged races were played which helped to break the ice 
with hashers who did not know each other.
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Then the highlight of the day was a sunset cruise along the Zambezi river and 
with the well-stocked ‘all you can drink bar’ and the boat booked exclusively 
for the hashers it was a recipe for success. The boat had a long circular bar 
so it was decided to do the circle of the day around it. However with the banks 
of the Zambezi River teaming with wildlife, there were many interruptions to 
circle proceedings as crocodiles, buffalo and giraffe were spotted ending with a 
beautiful sunset. Drinking carried onto into the night at the resort bar and then 
out at clubs in Livingstone town.
 
The schedule had been well designed with the next morning being free time to 
get rid of hangovers or to do one of the adventure activities on offer at Africa’s 
adventure capital such as bungee jumping, white water rafting or a micro flight 
over the Falls. So after a morning of mainly nursing hangovers, the hashers 
gathered for the main run where they boarded a bus or got into cars to go to 
the trail start. Again the hares warned of the potential risk of coming across 
wild animals and not being left alone on trail.  It was a hot, long and steep trail 
down steps and scrambling over hot rocks to the bottom of the river gorge 
where fine views could be seen before scrambling all the way up again to a 
welcoming cold Mosi, the local beer sponsoring the hash.   There were orange 
quarters to eat although we had to be careful to eat them quickly and not leave 
the peel on the ground since baboons love oranges. Before long a family did 
come out of the bush smelling oranges but Just Bruce, a virgin hasher from 
Zimbabwe soon chased them away with his axe and catapult.
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After a very long beer stop it was back on trail to the end where a busy circle 
was held with charges and ice plus a potty full of beer for the hash shit. Since 
the only substance we had been given was an orange I charged and gave Lu-
saka Hash the award of Starvation hash for 2018 since the Ethiopian Mountain 
Challenge did manage to feed the hashers properly this time as verified by fel-
low visiting hashers. There was also a naming for Just Bruce who became the 
‘Smoker that Thunders’ based on his smoking and issue with wind plus the fact 
that Victoria Falls is referred to the ‘smoke that thunders.’  Then it was back 
in the cars and bus but blocking the road on the way back for a dance.  Luck-
ily there were no elephants and the hashers danced much better than Teresa 
May’s effort on her recent visit to South Africa.  

The day ended with a spectacular brai (barbecue) Southern African style with 
hashers being responsible for cooking their own meat and fish eaten together 
with salads. Unfortunately the music and sound system were a bit lacking for a 
good dance party.  Although it was enough for the resort management to com-
plain about the amount of noise so the day came to a prompt close.
 
The final day involved a visit to Victoria Falls to view and take photos at all the 
viewing sites along with beer plus a walk down the gorge to the ‘boiling pot’ for 
hashers who still had energy. Overall, it was a fantastic and very memorable 
weekend to mark an important milestone.  Also it was very well organised from 
start to finish.  
 
About Lusaka H3
Lusaka hash runs every Saturday out of town in the bush and has being doing 
so since it was set up in 1980 by diplomats. For the first 15 years, locals were 
not involved but these days there is a lot more involvement. Join their Face-
book page to find out more. 

https://www.facebook.com/groups/134198325340/   
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Japan Nash Hash “Zen-Nip-
pOn-On 2018” was held at 
Makino Japan for 3 days from 

October 6th to 8th. The event was 
hosted by The Combined Hashes 
of Kansai. Makino is a country town 
located on the northwest coast of Bi-
wako (Lake Biwa), Japan’s largest 
lake, and surrounded on three sides 
by mountains. Makino is 73 kms.  
north of Kyoto.  There were a total of 
154 hashers in attendance primarily 
from various hash clubs in Japan and 
Taiwan and other nearby countries. 
Many  of these people were Ameri-
can and Australian expats working 
and/or living in Asia.   

Japan Nash Hash 
2018

By Steve Roney aka Bushdiver
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This hash was somewhat unusual for me because included in the price of the 
event was two nights in Oku-Biwako Makino Park Hotel plus all of the meals 
and drinks for the entire event. I think everyone got to Makino by train. As a 
result everyone that attended the event was together for the entire time. All 
of the trails started and ended at the hotel. After the trails there was food, 
drinks, entertainment and a circle all of which was at the hotel. The hash 
rented the entire hotel so only hashers were there. Because of many hours 
together many of us who stated the event as strangers left as friends. I know 
that it is hard to find a place like this to hold an event in other parts of the 
world but this truly is a fantastic way to hold a hash.

In total there were four hash runs during the three days. On Saturday after-
noon there was a run primarily in the flat area between the mountains and 
the lake. There was a short trail of 3 kms. a medium of 8 kms. and a long of 
17 kms. These trails were very picturesque but not very difficult. On Sunday 
morning there was a short run primarily along the shore of the lake. On Sun-
day afternoon there was the standard short, medium, long and ball breaker 
runs. Except for the short trail the other runs went up thru the mountains.  C
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The mountain trails were challenging and in my opinion fantastic. The moun-
tains are completely covered by coniferous trees. On Monday morning there 
was a short recovery run primarily along the shore of the lake. 

After the Saturday and Sunday runs we ate dinner and then gathered in a 
party room of the hotel for a circle, entertainment and a long night of drinking 
beer, One of the hash clubs prepared boilermakers that were passed out to 
whoever wanted one. Needless to say some of the hashers got very intoxi-
cated. All in all everyone had a great time. Unfortunately many people had 
bad hangovers the next day. 

The Japan nash hash is an annual event held every year in October. Next 
year’s event will be hosted by the Sumo H3. This club is located in Kanagawa 
which is part of metro Yokohama and Tokyo. Plans have not been released 
as to where the event will take place but it probably will be somewhere simi-
lar to this year’s event but near Tokyo.
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RAISE MONEY FOR YOUR
 FREE BEER FUND

1. SELL HARRIER MAGAZINE 
DIGITAL SUBSCRIPTIONS FOR $10

for 6 bi-monthly editions

2. KEEP 50% OF THE SALES FOR 
YOUR BEER FUND

Hash Clubs,

Email:
JimEdens@HarrierMagazine.com

for more info.

Join the Team!

Regional advertising account partners 

needed. 
Generous commissions paid on ad sales 

Jim Edens, Harrier Magazine: 
Email: JimEdens@HarrierMagazine.com
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Haggis Bash

In 2005 some 20+ LUH3 hashers put on face paint and dressed up in 
women’s clothing pretending it was traditional Scottish dress! It has ex-
panded to the largest single annual hash event in the Philippines with 

160+ attending. Aside from dressing up, for which many don’t need an ex-
cuse, Hash “Highland” games are now held, preceded by a hash run. Of 
course there is beer and also Scottish beverages and traditional fare. Tee 
shirts and other mementos are also provided in the run fee.

Three Scottish hashers, Honeydew and Micro P. Dick (La Union H3) and 
Single Malt (Angeles City H3) first promoted the idea and it has expanded 
from there. 

La Union H3 has some of the best hashing country of the Philippine Hash-
es. Trails (short, medium and long) start right outside Tropical Garden with 
no transport and suit all abilities, covering all terrains, including spectacular 
mountain and coastal views. Trails converge and end at the Haggis Games 
site close to Tropical Garden. 

LA UNION H3 – HAGGIS BASH #14
SATURDAY 1 DECEMBER 2018 – 

14th Annual La Union H3 Haggis Bash
takes place at Tropical Garden Resort!

Men dressing up

by Jake “Honeydew” Gordon
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Hash Haggis Games
The Saturday event starts early to allow for the Hash Haggis Games. Re-
cent events have seen this as a friendly competition between the Philippine 
Hashes. Games are for all ages, children are more than welcome at this family 
event. Many games are for “older kids’ who have not outgrown their childhood. 
We do not plan for hashers to make fools of themselves as most can do this 
without any help from us. So please bring a sense of humour.

Games with a hash take on traditional Scottish and other games include; toss-
ing the Bamboo Caber, Chucking the Welly; Egg and Spoon race; Wibbly 
Wobbly Pole; Walking the Plank; and the now infamous Pie Eating Contest. 
The latter is more than a pie and you need a strong stomach just to watch, 
never mind participate. Games end with a Tug o’ war and the last two events 
have ended in a “Tug Off” between La Union and Manila hashes to determine 
the champion. In both cases Manila won. There is a strong suspicion that Ma-
nila undertakes high altitude and Special Forces training in advance.

Note: There have been some, mainly alcohol related, injuries and mishaps 
over the years. You have been warned.

Sack race

Egg and Spoon



Snacks, Refreshment and Entertainment
No respectable Hash or Highland Games would be without these. Aside from 
beer, beer and beer, our resident Frog sets up a drinks table with an array of 
Whiskies, as well as homemade Drambuie, Athol Brose and other Scottish 
drinks to hand. Careful, there are usually several “security guards” around 
this table! Scotch Eggs are served to stave off the alcohol effects. We have 
been lucky in recent years that Deviant from Angeles City H3 has played the 
bagpipes. We also coerce (sorry invite) some Harriette’s to put on a display of 
“Traditional Scottish Dancing”.

After the Games there is the Hash Circle. Be warned La Union down downs 
come with a free shower.  Then back to tropical garden for dinner.

Dinner
Traditional Scottish favourites like Mince and Tatties and Cullen Skink are 
served, and yes there is Haggis. The Haggis Bash coincides with the start of 
the Haggis season in Scotland so in recent years we have been lucky to get 
freshly caught Haggis flown over from a secret Scottish Glen just for LUH3. 
The Haggis is piped in by Deviant and served with a special Scottish sauce af-
ter being addressed by Dances with Dogs. And yes there is still plenty of beer 
and other drinks to consume.
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Goodies and Sponsors
In best Scottish tradition we try to keep costs down and fortunately solicit spon-
sorship from local businesses and individuals. This allows us to put on a better 
event and have other giveaways as well as small prizes for games partici-
pants. As well as a Hash shirt, in recent years we have also had umbrellas, 
mugs, cups, pens, key rings, bags, socks and………. Scottish Shirt themes 
have included; Haggis, Rabbie Burns, Braveheart, Rab C. Nesbit, The Broons, 
Tossing yer Caber and Nessie.

Our sponsors include NT Asia, Ambassador Suites ( Angeles City) and Para-
dise Inn, Pejos, and Sunset Bay (all La Union).

Individual sponsors will receive a designer shirt unique to Haggis Bash 14. 
Contact Honeydew for information.

Tentative Itinerary
Friday 30 November 2018 (St. Andrews Day):
2pm: Hash Run (tentative) venue likely Tropical Garden (TBC).
Early registration for Haggis Bash after Hash Run
6:30pm: Full Moon Hash (Men Only), meet Butterfly Club. 
Small transport charge then pay as you go.
6:30pm: “New Moon Hash” (Female only), to be confirmed
Saturday 1 December 2018:
Haggis Bash: 1pm start at Tropical Garden, Registration from 11am. 
Sunday 2 December 2018:
Angeles City H3 outstation run at Honeydews farm, Pozorrubio, Start 2:00.
Contact Honeydew in first instance at honeydewluh3@hotmail.com 
Monitor LUH3 and ACH3 web sites for information updates as and when they 
happen.

LUH3 - http://www.livcomtech.com/luh3/index.html
ACH3 - http://bushrangerhash.com/Angeles-Hash

It’s a great event and once attended you won’t want 
to miss it again……..

 

ON ON! - Ceud Mile Failte 

For Information, Contact: 
http://www.livcomtech.com/luh3/index.html 
honeydewluh3@hotmail.com 
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PhiliPPines
hashes

angeles Beach hhh
http://angeles-hash.com

Men only hash. Runs Saturday once per month 

angeles city hhh
http://angeles-hash.com

Mixed hash. 
Runs Sunday Nov - April 3 pm, May -Oct 4 pm 

la Union hhh
http://www.livcomtech.com/luh3

Family Hash. Every Saturday 2 pm or 3 pm

sUBic Bay hhh
http://subicbayhash.simplesite.com

Mixed hash. Runs Monday 3:30 pm 

photo by Short Circuit

Hashing In

The Philippines
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ceBU hhh
http://cebuhash.org

Mixed hash 
every Sunday around 2:30 pm from SandTrap 

PUerto galera hhh
http://pgh3.org

Mixed hash
 runs Sunday 3:30 pm from Capt’n Gregg’s 

Makati Metro Manila hhh
https://sites.google.com/site/

makatimanilahashhouseharriers/ 
Runs 2nd and 4th Sundays of the month at 3 pm

Manila hhh
https://sites.google.com/site/manilah3/ 
Men only hash. Runs Mondays 6 pm sharp

Manila Mixed hhh
https://sites.google.com/site/manilamixedh3/

Mixed hash
Runs 1st Saturday of the month. 6.30 pm

Manila harriettes (M1h1)
social women’s only walking and drinking group

hashes once a month 
https://sites.google.com/site/manilaharriettes/ 

Manila FUllMoon h3
 runs once per month - in usual mismanaged style,  

usually nowhere near the fullmoon! 
There is always a craft brew theme.

https://www.facebook.com/groups/626318777496552/ 

PhiliPPines
continUed

Proud sponsor of the
Angeles City

Hash House Harriers
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Hash Bash 2019 is now accepting 
registrations and payments. This 
4-days event is staged at PUERTO 
PRINCESA which is the capital city of 
Palawan.

Puerto Princesa has lots of great 
hashing terrain on the city outskirts, 
plenty of large resorts to accommo-
date our group, as well as a new inter-
national airport terminal just opened 
last year, and many attractions in-
cluding the white beaches of Honda 
Bay where we will have an “Alcohol-
ics Beach Day Trip” on the fourth and 
final day of this event.

Registration is limited to the first 100 
PAID hashers … so register and pay 
ASAP to guarantee your seat.

Dates are March 7-8-9-10, 2019 
which is the week after Philippines 
Nash Hash being hosted by Manila 
Hash. No main venue is decided upon 
yet … but watch for announcements 
later this year as this event schedule 
is finalized.

See the event website for full details 
of the 2018 and 2019 events: 

PHILIPPINES HASH BASH 2019
AT PUERTO PRINCESA, PALAWAN.

http://www.hashbash.rocks

LAUNCH !!! 
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Angeles City H3 La 
Bamba/Rhapsody Hashers

photo by Steve Roney

Hashing In

The Philippines
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When you’re on holidays 
in Pattaya and 
need a fix of 

your live sports, look no 
further than I-Rovers 
Sports Bar, Restaurant 
& Guesthouse, which is 
conveniently located in a 
corner of the bustling Soi LK Metro. 

I-Rovers has been offering Pattaya’s best 
lineup of live sports, 24 hours per day, since 
2007. You are always assured of a great 
atmosphere, especially when the big Football, 
Boxing, F1 or UFC events are on!!

I-Rovers is the ultimate sports bar in the city, 
showing live sports from around the globe on 
21 flat screen TV’s which are located in such 
positions that you can view several sports at 
the same time! 

I-Rovers also caters for Darts and Pool 
enthusiasts and has teams playing in the 
Pattaya Bar Competitions Monday to Friday, 
so if you want to join one of the teams, pop in 
and speak to Darren or Thomas.

Home of the
     Pattaya Hash House Harriers!

I-Rovers is also a great place 
to dine as their food menu 

combines a fantastic 
selection of Western and 
Thai dishes with large 
portions at great value 

prices and is 
served daily from 

7.30am to 2.00am. 
The I-Rovers’ famous ‘Baht 
Buster Big English Breakfast’ 
is the stuff of legends and a 
great way to start the day and 
at 129 baht (which includes 
coffee / tea and orange 
juice) is amazing value 
for money!

So for the friendliest staff 
and guaranteed coldest 
beers in the city, get along to 
Pattaya’s leading sports bar, 
I-Rovers Sports Bar, where 
the sport is always ‘live’!!  

I-ROVERS SPORTS BAR
Corner of Soi LK Metro
Phone: +66 (0) 38489494
Mobile: 099 152 4076
www.i-rovers.com

Pattaya H3
We meet every Monday on 3rd 
Road in front of the Buffalo Bar
https://www.pattayah3.com/

Pattaya Jungle H3
We run 1st & 3rd Sunday of each 
month www.pattayajungle.com/

PATTAYA  HASHES

Hashing In

Thailand
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Summer Breeze Hotel
Patong Beach, Phuket, Thailand

Email: info@summerbreezehotel.com
Website: www.summerbreeze.com 

Friendliest Hotel in Patong BeacH.....

Phuket H3
Runs every Saturday

Tinmen Hash
First Wednesday of every month. Men only.

Iron Pussy Hash
Second Wendesday of every month. Women only.

Pooying Hash
2nd or 3rd Sunday of each month. Family hash.

Phuket Mountain Bike Hash
3rd or 4th Sunday of each month.

Kamala Koma Hash
Last Tuesday of each month. Mixed (adult) hash.

Phuket Marauders Hash
Meet when the GM decides from 0 - 4 times a year. 
Experienced male hashers only.

www.expathotel.com

Visit www.phuket-hhh.com for more info on all the hashes.

Phuket
Thailand

Ask for
Harrier
discount

Hashing In

Thailand
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Saigon H3
http://www.saigonhash.com/

Hanoi H3
http://www.hanoih3.com/

Nha Trang H3
http://www.nhatranghash.com/

Vung Tau H3
http://www.vungtauhash.com/

Hoi An H3
http://hoianhash.com/
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change to horizontal
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photo by Jimmy Wilkins

www.facebook.com/avisrentacarlaos/
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Phnom Penh HHH (P2H3)
meets at the Phnom Penh
Railroad Station
every Sunday at 2:15
GM: joseph.h.beckett@zoho.com 

Phnom Penh Bike Hash
1st Saturday of the month
GM: chris@go.co.uk

Sinville H3
Runs every Wednesday
3 pm Charlie Harpers 
https://www.facebook.com/
groups/sinvilleh3/

Phnom Penh Full Moon
INFO: www.p2h3.com

Stung Treng H3
INFO: http://stungtrengh3.com/

Angkor HHH 
runs once a month 
from Sakmut Boutique Hotel
info: Vat Is Pirath (Peter), 
General Manager 
gm@sakmutboutiquehotel.com 
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Do you have a hunger to travel the world and do some hashing while your 
at it, but your not sure where and when to go??

Then look no further, right here at HHH World Events you can find what 
is happening in major events world wide in the Hashing community.

www.hhhworldevents.org

Harrier Discount:
15% DISCOUNT with a minimum stay of 3 nights.

Book Direct &

Ask for the

Harrier’s

Discount!

Cambodia

Asian Events

Jan 4-7 2019 Pattaya H3 35th Anniversary Celebration
Pattaya, Thailand

Feb 28 - Mar 3  2019 Philippine Nash Hash 2019
Manila, Philippines

Mar 8-10 2019 Philippines Hash Bash 2019
Palawan, Philippines

May 17-19 2019 6th Interbike Hash
Sungei Tiram, Johor Bahru, Malaysia

July 1-4 2019 Wild Wolf Birthday Bash 2019 Koh Samui
Koh Samui, Thailand

Sept 13-15 2019 17th Borneo Nash Hash
Kota Kinabalu, Sabah, Borneo

Nov 7-10 2019 Pan Asia Hash 2019
Zhang Jia Jie, Hunan, China

Nov 11-24 2019 Yangtze River Hash Cruise
Shanghai, China

Nov 21-24 2019 Asia United Hash 2019
Taoyuan, Taiwan

Australian-New Zealand & Oceania Events

Feb 1-3 2019 New Zealand Nash Hash 2019
Hanmer Springs, New Zealand

May 3-5 2019 Aussie Nash Hash 2019
Port Douglas, Qld, Australia
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https://www.hhhworldevents.org/events/17th-borneo-nash-hash/
https://www.hhhworldevents.org/events/pan-asia-hash-2019/
https://www.hhhworldevents.org/events/panasia-2019-postlube-yangtze-river-hash-cruise/
https://www.hhhworldevents.org/events/asia-united-hash-2019/
https://www.hhhworldevents.org/events/new-zealand-nash-hash-2019/
https://www.hhhworldevents.org/events/aussie-nash-hash-2019/


European Events

Mar 22-24 2019 Oslo H3 30th Anniversary Ski Hash
Lillehammer, Norway

May 3-5 2019 Irish Nash Hash 2019
Dublin, Ireland

May 15-21 2019 Mijas H3 30th Anniversary
Fuengirola Málaga, Spain

Jul 27-29 2018 UK Full Moon Nash Hash 2018
Maids Moreton, Buckingham, England

Aug 9-11 2019 Neptunus Hash Weekend 2019
Baarlo, Nederlands

Aug 16-19 2019 EuroHash 2019
Edinburgh, Scotland

UK Nash Hash 2019 - Kelso 
 
Welcome to UK Nash Hash 2019 to be held in the heart of the Scottish Borders.  
Caledonia Hashers have come together to provide a value for money weekend at 
Springwood Park, Kelso. 

- Refreshment from opening to closing 
ceremonies 

- Breakfast Saturday, Sunday and Monday 
- Lunch Saturday and Sunday 
- Dinner Saturday and Sunday 
- Trails Saturday, Sunday and Monday 
- Camping & Camper-van parking 
- Crash space 
- Toilet and shower facilities 
- Goody bag 

For those who prefer a little more comfort: 

- We may be able to offer bunk beds at the crash space for a small additional cost. 
- Hotels and B&Bs are within 10 minutes walking in Kelso, these are for your own 

arrangement. 

Visit https://goo.gl/skHVgP or www.UKNashHash2019.co.uk for online registration or Email 

us on uknh2019@gmail.com 

Follow us on Face Book at https://www.facebook.com/groups/uknashhash/ 

Pay by Bank Transfer, Cheque or Cash – all in GB£ 
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https://www.hhhworldevents.org/events/oslo-h3-30th-anniversary-ski-hash/
https://www.hhhworldevents.org/events/irish-nash-hash-2019/
https://www.hhhworldevents.org/events/mijas-h3-30th-anniversary/
https://www.hhhworldevents.org/events/uk-full-moon-nash-hash-2018/
https://www.hhhworldevents.org/events/neptunus-hash-weekend-2019/
https://www.hhhworldevents.org/events/eurohash-2019-scotland/
http://wagh3.vpsite.se/INTERSCANDI-2019.html
https://sites.google.com/site/uknashhash2019/home
https://sites.google.com/site/uknashhash2019/home


North American Events

Nov 30- Dec 2 2018 Huzzah H3 Louisiana Ren Faire 2018 
Hammond, Louisiana, USA

Caribbean Events

Oct 14-18 2019 Hash Boat InterAmericas 2019
Nassau, Bahamas

Apr 21-24 2020 Interhash 2020
Port of Spain, Trinidad and Tobago

Generic Hash Shirts

HHaasshhiinngg aatt tthhee ssppeeeedd ooff BBEEEERR
In Sizes: S : M : L : XL : 2XL : 3XL : 4XL : 5XL

Sleeved and Sleeveless
Available Now

Normally US$14.99
Quality, Lightweight, Quick Dry Material

Many More styles to come:
See our website for details
10% discount for Harrier Magazine Readers

Only $13.49 - Plus P&H
Use Discount Code: ATSOB-HM

Also list your event today for FREE 
and have it appear in the Harrier Magazine Event Calendar

Visit www.hhhworldevents.org today and order yours
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https://www.hhhworldevents.org/events/huzzah-h3-louisiana-ren-faire-2018/
https://www.hhhworldevents.org/events/hash-boat-interamericas-2019/
https://www.hhhworldevents.org/events/interhash-2020-trinidad-and-tobago/
http://www.gotothehash.net
http://www.hhhworldevents.org
http://www.hhhworldevents.org


Please add our addresses 

customerservice@harriermagazine.com
&

 Harrier_Magazine@mail.vresp.com 

to your email safe senders list so that mail 
from Harrier Magazine does not end up in 

your spam or junk folder.

IMPORTANT NOTICE
to Subscribers

We notify you via e-mail when the next digital edition is 
available for viewing and when we need to contact you 

regarding your subscription.
-Admin

Don’t let your 
Digital eDition 
enD up in the trash!

Questions?
Talk to me.

Q: Where can I view my current subscription term so that I know when my subscription ends?
A: To view all subscriptions linked to your account sign on at www.harriermagazine.com/
subscriptions and click on the My Subscriptions link. Digital subscriptions can be renewed for 
the same term by clicking on the Renew button. Our subscription system will automatically 
email an expiration notice to you at least 30 days before your current term ends. To renew a 
print subscription, please use the following link 
https://www.harriermagazine.com/subscriptions/index.php/subscribe-harrier-magazine

Q: Do I need to download the digital issue that is included with my print subscription to my 
computer or mobile device?
A: Downloading the issue to your computer or mobile device is an option; it is not required. 
You can view the digital edition at our web site by simply signing into your account and clicking 
on the digital flipbook. The digital edition is an interactive PDF file. Adobe Reader or equivalent 
PDF reader, or compatible mobile device (iPhone, iPad, Android) is required. The interactive 
digital edition views best with Adobe Flash Player installed. To download the latest version go 
to http://get.adobe.com/flashplayer. 

From Customer Service:
Welcome and hope you are enjoying the 

Nov-Dec 2018 Digital Edition. 

If you are having any difficulty with your digital logon or 
password, please email 

customerservice@harriermagazine.com 
so we can help you or others that may be having 

problems accessing the digital edition.

Find more Customer Service Help and FAQs at our web site www.harriermagazine.com

Q & A

New date to be announced soon!
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A Blast From The Past

Three dead on final day of
Poundworld closing down sale

The Conservative Party is facing a huge crisis today after its
entire membership was arrested during a clampdown on

middle class cocaine users.
PC Drug-Bust McGee told us, “We’d heard there was a huge
gathering of alleged known cocaine users in Birmingham. We
acted on that intelligence and raided the conference center this
morning. We’ve made hundreds of arrests. We’re probably
going to have to build a new prison to house this lot.”
Dr Frederick Seddon of Rochdale College said, “You see this
all the time. It’s middle class people who are all into eating
healthily and organically and making ethical choices when it
comes to t-shirts. They even bemoan the rise of county-lines
drugs gangs and demand the police do something in their
neighborhoods to stop it whilst simultaneously snorting some
powder that was made with petrol by some South American
peasant who will be killed if he doesn’t make it.”
Seddon went on, “These people think it’s edgy and a bit cool
to be doing cocaine like they’re on Narcos instead of someone
who sells mobile phones or a living. They invite you round,
serve you badly cooked food and babble incoherently at you
for an entire evening. The next thing you know they’re gurning
at a mirror and pretending that the pains in their left arm are
indigestion and not a cocaine induced heart attack waiting to
happen. Then when they finally do suffer the heart attack at 45
they blame the BPA’s in twenty pound notes.”
PC Drug-Bust McGee told us, “Drugs really damage you. The
Tory party are proof of that.”

The Story Behind The Pointy
'Bullet Bra' Trend Of The 1950s

To learn more about the
origins of the bullet bra, we

have to rewind to the 1950s, when
it was in perfectly good taste to
walk around with giant triangle
boobs.
At the time, pointy bras were the
hottest trend. A new circular
sewing technique (called the
"whirlpool circle stitch") gave your
bosoms that sexy "missile" look
that went perfectly with the skin-
tight sweaters of the period.
The tight sweater-bullet bra pairing
was then dubbed the "pointy look."

The bras, which gave the
wearer an especially voluptuous
chest, were quickly snapped up
by big 1950s stars like Patti
Page, Elizabeth Taylor, Marilyn
Monroe and Brigitte Bardot.
However, as Dangerous Minds
tells us, one had to be careful
you didn’t poke the eyes out of
any close admirer but at the
same time was a good defence
against any would be rapist.
Note: This has been a very
trying time finding these pictures

Entire Tory Party arrested in clampdown
on middle class cocaine users

Questions are being raised following the trampling of three
shoppers in riots on the final day of opening of Poundworld

at Sheffield Heeley Retail Park. As feral locals stripped the
shelves of tacky plastic goods at 70 per cent off, it is thought
the victims may have been knocked over as they bent down to
pick up dropped items such as a three pack of batteries with a
collective life of half an hour or a solar garden ornament in the
shape of a grinning frog sitting on a toadstool.
Many customers reported a total saving of up to £5 after queuing
for 90 minutes at the single open till.
Andrew White, a keen bargainologist said “My mobile phone
charger lead keeps fraying so I have bought eight replacements
so I will never run out. Mind you, it’s pretty unlikely my next
phone will have the same socket, so I may not need five or six
of them. Still, they were only 39p each. Though I did have to
scramble over a corpse to get at them.”
His friend Nick Hodgson was initially delighted to have bought
14 packs of Revels at half price, despite the fact he can’t abide
the orange creams. Or the coffee ones. And the raisins.
But once the buying frenzy wore off he admitted “On reflection
I’d have been better just buying a big bag of Maltesers at Lidl.
And I wouldn’t have stamped on that guy’s head.”
Shop manager, Rick Wilson said “Oh my God, I can’t believe
it. There’s no way I could have foreseen, anticipated or
prophesied a riot.”

The Story Behind The Beer
At The Folies Bergere Even our very own spry 79-year old Hashman, Sir Clever

Dick, was just a twinkle in his Dad’s eye when the Hash
House Harriers was founded in 1938.

Will the Hash go the way of the dinosaurs and be extinct in
another generation, or will new generations of hashers step
into the well worn shoes of their fore-bearers?
Hashing began in Kuala Lumpur, Malaysia in 1938, when a
casual group of British colonial officials and expatriates, Cecil
Lee, Frederick "Horse" Thomson, Ronald "Torch" Bennett,
and a British accountant of Catalan descent Albert Stephen
Ignatius Gispert (A. S. Gispert) would meet after work on
Monday evenings to run, following a paper trail, through the
environs of Kuala Lumpur to get rid of the excesses of the
previous weekend.
There were other members of the group, John Woodrow, who
is rarely credited as one of the founders as he left Malaysia
after the war to return home to his family in Scotland and Sussex
man Mortimer Cecil Hay. (see next page)
Sometime late in 1938, 9 Harriers were in the Hash House
and it was proposed a formal name be adopted.
G came up with the name. This was stated by Cecil in a later
nterview.
At any rate, it is time to celebrate the 80th Anniversary of
Mother, which is alive and thriving in Kuala Lumpur-the
birthplace of the Hash House Harriers. Many of us remember
the 60th Anniversary of the Hash at Stadium Merdeka in 1998.
Some may recall the 40th Anniversary in 1978, but few active
hashmen around today began hashing before 1968.
So let’s raise a glass to our founder, the honourable A.S. Gispert
who is credited with starting a sport that spread around the
world to every continent and to every country.
Frank Zappa reportedly said that “It is not a real country unless
it has a beer and an airline”….. We would add that it should
not be considered a real country unless it has a Hash House
Harriers chapter.
This edition is dedicated to Mother Hash, to “G”, and to the
multitudes of hashers who have followed in their footsteps.
This may not have been intended to refer to Hashing, but Leon
Felipe, an anti-Facist Spanish poet, could not have put it better:
’The important thing is not to get there first and alone, but to
get there all together and in time.’...........................................MaliBog

HOLY HELLFIRE BATMAN,
THE HASH IS 80 YEARS OLD!

Paris 1882: Edouard Manet Meets Bass Ale
Sure, we’re the same species as the Homo sapiens depicted
in pre-20th century paintings, but who hasn’t felt a disconnect
when gazing in the art world’s rear view mirror—a chasm
separating earlier cultures from our own? In that,
transformations in material culture deserve much of the credit.
Which is one good reason why Edouard Manet’s A Bar at
Folies-Bergere, painted a year before his death in 1883, is
exceptional.
Look at the counter of the bar in the above painting. You’ll
see two bottles of Bass Pale Ale, with their familiar red triangle
logo. It’s a brand that many of us know first hand. Seeing it
in the painting connects us in a wink with late 19th century
patrons (many of them perhaps British tourists) at Folies-
Bergerie. All at once, via a commercial logo, we’ve
discovered a bridge over a cultural chasm.
A Bar at Folies-Bergere must also be our longest-running
example (albeit inadvertent) of product placement. Marketers
at Bass must exult: 136 years of exposure to the brand in
galleries and art books—that’s a lot of eyeballs!

In 1777 William Bass, the owner of
a carrying business between

London and Manchester, established
a brewery in Burton-on-Trent. The
Department of Registration of
Trademarks opened in London on
January 1, 1876. The first registered
trademark was the red triangle of Bass
& Co. which had already been in use for twenty years During
the nineteenth century, the company's beer became known
throughout the world. The company's rapid growth and
profitability were by-words in Victorian Britain. Michael
Thomas Bass (1799-1884), the architect of its greatness,
was very much the doyen of Victorian brewers.
The bottles of Bass in Manet's painting are exotic foreign
beer, suggesting luxury rather than the commonplace.

The Red Triangle
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A34-year-old Hasher from Stockholm has been describing
his anger after he purchased a pair of Adidas sports briefs

that offered an ‘inadequate’
level of support, leaving his
testicles with dangerous
friction burns.
 He told the Hash Trash that
the 400 crown garment left his
scrotum ‘red raw’ after going
for a jog on Thursday
morning.
He said, ‘I am furious with
Adidas over this.’
‘I should have known from the start that I was buying a shoddy
product – the logo looks completely wrong for starters.’
‘This is sexism in its worst possible form. Items that are designed
for ladies’ intimate areas always offer a comprehensive amount
of support.’
‘I had a jog along the park this morning, and by the time I
reached the Pub it felt like my balls were actually on fire because
I was running in trackie bottoms.’
‘I know that men like a decent amount of airflow down there
to prevent a build-up of smegma, but this was an absolute piss
take.’ A spokesperson for Adidas confirmed that they do not
actively produce open gusset garments for the male market.

Conor McGregor, the former UFC featherweight and
lightweight champion, has been suspended from all forms

of fighting after potatoes were found growing in his lugoyles.
McGregor, 30, the mixed martial artist, who is never far from
controversy, was
attending a routine
check-up at his doctor
when, on examining the
Irishman's ears, the
observant quack spotted
what seemed to look like
- and indeed was - a
spud bud poking past his
eardrum.
On further investigation,
the medic was able to
ascertain that there was
a veritable crop of
potatoes in the Irishman's ears, and ruminated that, if only
McGregor had been alive during the Potato Famine days of
the 1840s, more than a million Irish lives might have been saved.
An ear expert later said that McGregor's ear condition perhaps
explains why he seems deaf to all warnings about his behavior
outside the cage.

What sort of utter shitshow
lets 50 million accounts

get hacked?
Seriously, what sort of utter shitshow allows the accounts of

50 million fucking users to be compromised because of a
flaw in their code?
Because of Facebook’s utter twattery, there are now 50 million
people around the world who have had their privacy violated.
All of those bunny eared selfies. Leaked.
All of those identically filled rows of Tupperware along with
details of whatever body part you ‘smashed’ today. Leaked.
All of those really vague threats against ‘you know who you
are but I can’t say here because there are too many snakes.’
Leaked.
All of those five-word statuses that you posted with that stupid
bastard tool that turns them into colourful titles because you
are so desperate for fucking attention. Leaked.
All of those direct messages from your 58-year-old mum where
the three dots were on the screen for about three days before
she just said ‘OK.’ Leaked.
All of those images of your kids with half of their face hanging
off and you asking if you think you should take them to A&E
or Superdrug. Leaked.
So thanks a lot Facebook. Top fucking work.
We use cookies (Not Maryland's) to ensure that we give you
the best experience on our website.

Mar-A-Lago, FL Eric Trump has let it slip that the Trump
family will star in their own reality show. It's planned to

start as soon as Trump is removed from office. Most of the
family believes that it won't be that long
and are preparing.
Some of the plots will revolve around
the family trying to avoid the FBI and
Secret Service and stay out of jail for
felonies they committed and money
they stole while in the White House.
A really funny plot is planned where
Ivanka needs to go shopping and
needs to have Jarrad run down and
get some laundered money from the
Russian cartel. Hilarity ensues.

Hasher furious after
‘inadequate’ sports briefs give
his testicles severe friction

Conor McGregor Banned From Fighting
After Potatoes Found Growing

Out Of His Ears

Trump Family Signs Contract for
Reality Show to Compete With the

Kardashians

Kim Kardashian sent this
photo with a message,
"Kiss my ass Ivanka!"

since she knows Ivanka is
jealous of her ass.

Stop press: Donald Trump was rushed to an emergency room
by Secret Service agents today apparently after a tweet storm
about slapping more tariffs on everybody.
But nobody knew what room he was in, and by the time we
got to him, he had started slapping himself silly, saying he was
slapping tariffs on himself."
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Treasury announces British economy
based on booze and barbeques

The Government has announced that the UK’s economy is
now based solely on beer and barbeques.

In a statement the Treasury said, “The sunny weather has really
helped the economy. With much better growth than expected
we analysed the data and worked out it’s definitely linked to
the hot weather. Further analysis showed that barbeque sales
were up as was beer sales. Now if we maintain this kind of
level we’ll have the deficit paid off in no time”
The news from the treasury seems to contradict guidance from
the Department of Health that people should cut down on the
amount of drink they consume.
One spokesperson said, “Having to treat all these drinkers is
costing the NHS a lot of money. The Treasury should stop
encouraging people to drink more and concentrate on
maintaining a healthy productive work force.”
In response, a Treasury spokesman said, “Are you mugging
me off? I didn’t study economics for 5 years to be talked down
to by the likes of you. Come on, outside.”
At this point a DEFRA spokesman told the Health spokesman,
“Calm down, it’s not worth it.”
Drinking enthusiast Bill Board, 47 told us, “My drinking and
diet of carbonized cheese burgers is what’s going to turn this
country around. You don’t see the millennials drinking 11 pints
a night. No, they wouldn’t know what graft was if it hit them in
the face. Mark my words, as soon as I’ve died from Liver
failure this country will go down the pan.”

Food enthusiasts have demanded an enquiry after research
showed that as many as 1 in 10 supermarket ready meals

contain trace amounts of vegetables.
A Burnley resident told us, “I was shocked when I opened the
packet and there was these red and green things staring back
at me. I had to ask my wife what it was. They didn’t know
either so we took it to the local library to try to identify it. It
turns out it was tomato and something called rocket. It’s
amazing that they’ve made rockets so small. I remember when
they used to be as big as a house. I like meat. I always avoid
meals that say vegan or suitable for vegetarians and I expect
meat if I don’t see those words on the packet. I feel sick that I
might have eaten something that wasn’t a dead animal.”
A spokesperson for leading supermarkets said, “We have
always advised our customers to check the label. Every now
and again we like to shove a suprise in our ready meals. Like
when we killed all those horses and made out it was Salmon.
Just because a product may not be aimed at the vegan/
vegetarian market it still might contain vegetables.”
Whilst many people feel the supermarkets should be held to
account, Steve “Stevie” Stevenson told us he blames Jaimie
Oliver. “I blame Oliver. If I wanted to improved my health I’d
quit cocaine.”
One leading health expert did contact us to say that under no
circumstances is cocaine considered one of your five a day
despite it being derived from plants.

Trump nominates Bill Cosby for
US Supreme Court

Bill Cosby has been elected to the US Supreme Court after
being sentenced for sex assault.

Cosby, who today received a 10 year sentence for drugging
and sexually assaulting a woman over a decade ago was declared
a sexually violent predator by the sentencing judge.
One White House insider told us, “That’s just the sort of
qualifications that POTATUS looks for in a Supreme Court
judge. In fact, if he wasn’t black he’d probably get the
Republican nomination for next POTATUS. Plus, he has the
sort of time he’ll need to devote to the post now.”
POTATUS, Donald Trump made the announcement today
shortly after nap-time. “Bill Cosby is a good guy, a great guy.
He was really focussed on being the best in comedy in the
entire country. I know comedy very well.”
On the subject of the historic sexual allegations Trump said,
”I have no doubt that, if the attack on these women was as bad
as they say, charges would have been immediately filed with
local Law Enforcement Authorities by either the women or their
loving parents. I ask that they bring those filings forward so that
we can learn date, time, and place!”
One Republican voter told us, “I’m naked from the waist down
because of POTATUS. I’m not giving my guns up and if that
means a convicted rapist is a Supreme Court Justice then so be
it. Snowflakes.”
It’s understood that many Democrats intend to demonstrate at
the move. POTATUS dismissed them accusing them of fake
news despite a jury finding Cosby guilty.
Many Republican voters are also inclined to side with Trump
as they fear that should he be defeated on this issue Democrats
will pass a law whereby homosexuals are allowed to wander
round taking their guns off Republican voters.

Shock as traces of vegetables
found in supermarket ready meals

THIS IS COMEDY/PARODY/SATIRE MAGAZINE
MEANT FOR HASHERS

 NO ONE GIVES A MERRY FCUK
IF YOU DO NOT LIKE IT

Whenever I go on the Henfield Hash it rains..
         To which they reply: No whenever you come on the
Henfield  Hash it rains And today was no different.
However the RA did some mumblings and lo and behold the
rain eased off.
So away we headed into the muddy Sussex countryside, across
green grass fields and wet ditches. Along country lanes you
only find in Sussex. The walkers and runners meet up along a
muddy trail as we head in the direction of the long distant Pub.

Eventually to our delight we found the drinks and goodies
stop on a little table beyond a pasture gate.

All set out very nice anyone would think we were at the Ritz.
Back at the Pub we were delegated to the outside Gazebo as
the Pub was full of normal people.
So we all talked together about how great the trail was, everyone
received a down-down for reason known or unknown and after
pilfering two beer glasses we left knowing we have to do the
same again next day at the Brighton Hash in Seaford....MaliBog

ON ON ON ON
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A MAN RUNS INTO THE GOLF CLUB HOUSE AND YELLS HELP, IS THERE A
DOCTOR IN THE CLUB, THE DOCTOR SAYS HERE I AM, WHAT SEEMS TO BE THE

TROUBLE?THE MAN SAYS A WOMAN HAS BEEN HIT BY A GOLF BALL.
THE DOCTOR ASKS WHERE ABOUTS DID SHE GET HIT?? THE MAN REPLIES
BETWEEN THE THE 1ST AND 2ND HOLE...THE DOCTOR REPLIES OMG IT

DOESN'T LEAVE MUCH ROOM FOR A BAND-AID DOES IT???

If you are planning to visit the Brighton Hash in the near or
distant futures and happen to come from one of the many

countries that drive on the wrong side of the road, the following
advice, direct from the BH7 RA, is for you:
Visitors are informed that in the United Kingdom traffic drives
on the left-hand side of the road.
In the interests of safety, you are advised to practise this in your
country of origin for a week or two before driving in the UK.

---onon---

If you were to invent a beer city it would be Brighton & Hove.
    We’ve got sunshine, sea, crazy golf, chips on the pier, sticks
of rock, a gaudy royal palace, a tenacious football team, a
vibrant music scene, a diverse bunch of folk, some very fine
brews and lots of wonderful beer venues plus the celebrated
Brighton Hash and a number of other Hash Clubs in the Sussex
area to keep you ocupied between the beers
No wristbands. No lanyards. No tokens. No beer tent.
Brighton & Hove is all about the venues and the breweries that
bring great beer to the city every day to showcase the very
best in beer and brewing from Brighton & Hove and beyond.
This is about worldclass beer served where it should be: in the
pubs, bars, restaurants and bottle shops that bring it to you all
year round. And it’s about a whole heap more than that because
this is Brighton & Hove and we know how to throw a party.

---onon---

Not far from Brighton is the Eastbourne Beachy Head
Marathon, one the biggest off-road marathons in the UK.

Previously known as the Seven Sisters Marathon until 2001
and since 2002 as the Beachy Head Marathon. It is popular
for its scenic and challenging route through the South Downs
National Park countryside. Great for Hashers, runners, joggers
or walkers looking to get fit.
http://www.beachyheadmarathon.co.uk/default.aspx

---onon---

Of course Brighton & Hove have their own marathon.
        The Brighton Marathon Weekend is an exciting three-
day event that takes place each April in buzzing Brighton.
Over 15,000 participants including many Hashers from near
and far from the UK and abroad take part across the three
running events, while over 150,000 spectators take to the city
streets to show their support.
https://www.brightonmarathonweekend.co.uk/

SOME PEOPLE SEEM TO THINK I WAS HAVING A GOOD TIME IN SUSSEX.

WELL I CAN TELL YOU NOW, IT’S HARD WORK
BETWEEN THE BRIGHTON HASH ON THE 17th TO THE 24th

THERE’S A LOT OF BEER DRINKING TO ACHIEVE

One day a Brighton Hasher looks out his window and can't
believe his eyes. There in his tree is a huge male gorilla so

he calls 999 and the operator tells him there is a city wide-hunt
for the gorilla and a specialist team will be sent to him shortly.
Twenty minutes later a van pulls up and a soldier comes running
up to his door. The hasher opens the door and points the gorilla
out to the soldier who says,
"I'm going to need your help to capture this gorilla!"
The soldier takes him to his van, opens the door and takes out
a pair of handcuffs, a goat and a shotgun. "Here's what we
need to do," says the soldier;
"I’ll climb up and start shaking the tree until the gorilla falls out.
When he hits the ground, the trained goat will butt the gorilla in
the nuts. In pain the gorilla will throw his arms in the air and all
you have to do is put the handcuffs on him. OK?"
"OK!" Says the hasher, "But what is the shotgun for?"
"If I fall out of the tree first. Shoot the goat!"

---onon---

A group of Brighton Hashers, all turning 40, discussed where
they should meet for lunch. Finally it was agreed that they

would meet at Wetherspoons in Brighton Marina because the
bar staff had big jugs and wore mini-skirts.
Ten years later, now aged 50, the friends once again discussed
where they should meet for lunch. Finally it was agreed that
they would meet at Wetherspoons in Brighton Marina because
the bar staff were attractive, the food and service was good
and the beer selection was excellent.
Ten years later, at age 60, the friends again discussed where
they should meet for lunch. Finally, it was agreed that they would
meet at Wetherspoons in Brighton Marina because there was
plenty of parking, they could dine in peace and quiet with no
loud music, and it was good value for money.
Ten years later, at the age of 70, the friends discussed where
they should meet for lunch. Finally, it was agreed that they would
meet at Wetherspoons in Brighton Marina because the
restaurant was wheelchair accessible and had a toilet for the
disabled.
Ten years later, aged 80, the friends discussed where they should
meet for lunch. Finally it was agreed that they would meet at
Wetherspoons in Brighton Marina because they had never been
there before’
http://www.brightonhash.co.uk
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The elderly gentleman who appears on a warning triangle
on thousands of British roads has revealed that he is ‘fed

up’ with his wife having her hand up his bottom.

Speaking to our news team today, 89-year-old Arthur Ringpiece
said that what started out as a bit of ‘kinky fun’ was now causing
him a huge amount of discomfort.
He added: ‘When I first modelled for the photo on 1971, my
wife Elsie suggested that she put her entire fist up in there as it
was all the rage at the time, and I have to admit that it has really
helped to pass the time during those long, boring periods in the
countryside when no bugger drives past.’
‘However, old age waits for nobody, and anatomically and
biologically I am a very different person now.’
‘I can’t fart without making a terrible whistling sound, and my
prostate is now the size of an American football – at least the
walking stick gives me a bit of support.’
‘I’ve always thought that the whole thing was really sexist
anyway – not once have the Highway Code people popped
round and asked if we could change position.’
‘I’d like to see how she handles me shoving my whole hand up
her tuppence, all in the name of warning passing motorists that
there may be geriatrics around.’
‘We look a silhouette of Keith Harris and Orville gone wild.’
Wife Elsie added: ‘It’s not my fault. I suffer from terrible water
retention and it just sort of got stuck.’

Elderly gentleman on sign fed up with
wife’s hand up his arse

First BMV In Space Causes Six-vehicle Pile
Up After Driver Refuses To Indicate

The first successful launch of a BMW into orbit has ended
in disaster after the driver failed to indicate and caused a

six-vehicle pile up.

According to a report from the Intergalactic News Agency, the
driver of the German-made vehicle Hans Keine-Looke was
approaching a T-junction while browsing for neon strip lights
on eBay on his iPhone and proceeded to just turn right without
indicating first.
Traffic was already heavy in the area as the annual Vintage
Thermometer Exhibition starts this weekend on Mercury.
A local Police creature said, ‘A number of drivers have been
taken to hospital as a precaution, including the Mayor of
Gargalon whose pod was caught up in the incident.’
‘We have impounded the vehicle and arrested the driver while
our enquiries continue, and in our own laboratory we have tested
the BMW’s indicator mechanism extensively.’
‘Our forensics team has concluded that it works perfectly in
zero gravity conditions.’
‘The driver would have had his wits about him at all times as
there was plenty of oxygen being provided by his space suit, so
we have to assume that he was probably just deprived of
oxygen at the moment when he made the decision to purchase
a BMW.’
It has been a difficult week for the space exploration industry
after it was reported that the first ever space test of a Hyundai
i10 led to a 34-mile tailback because the driver refused to cruise
at more than five miles per hour.
Witnesses in the area at the time even said that an asteroid that
was bound for Earth abandoned its original course after seeing
a sticker that said ‘Please leave five metres clear behind this
vehicle at all times as I am really shit at getting out of tight spaces.’

A politically precise mother from Stockholm has been
speaking out about the ‘horror’ of finding out that her two

year old son has absolutely no food allergies or special dietary
requirements.
Samantha Fuch-Weet, who is 32 and mum to Wellesley, told
our reporter that she is willing to open up just to raise awareness
about how difficult it is to cope with a child who is ‘different.’
She said: ‘It’s starting to make me feel incredibly isolated in my
group of mummy friends.’ ’Whenever we meet in Starbucks,
they all have a pre-formatted list of questions to ask a member
of staff behind the counter, and yet my Wellesley can just shove
whatever he likes down his throat.’
’I’ve even tried asking my GP if I can self-declare him as lactose
intolerant just so I have something to talk about on my favourite
Facebook group.’

’I still remember the moment when he told me that all of his
tests came back negative – not even a slight rash when eating
cherry tomatoes. I wouldn’t wish that pain on my worst enemy.’
Samantha now belongs to a local support group called the
’Stockholm Parents Of Normies’.
It is a small gathering of like-minded parents who chat about
life’s everyday struggles like being able to accept a party
invitation without turning it into a an episode of ‘CSI Sausage
Roll Unit’ about the proposed buffet.
She also says that her son’s pre-school Little Buggers in
Kungsholmen has been ‘incredibly supportive’ of her situation
by allowing all of his friends to have Nutella and Quaver
sandwiches in the same room at the same time.
If you have been affected by the issues in this story – you are
not alone. Well actually, you probably are.

Mum’s Horror after learning son has no food allergies or special dietary requirements

Naughty Lily was supposed
to have claimed the following

week, to follow Randoms 40th
birthday,
but Dave Taylor got in first, having
been offering a sip at his house for
a very long time. Coupled with a
possible two ale-trail stamps
Seaford was an attractive option,
but Dave could only do the 24th. I
was still prattling on about the ale
trail and suggested maybe the
Westbourne and Ginny’s beach hut
would make a good pair but the
‘new home’ card meant the sip-stop
was predetermined so Lily attempted
to veer Random towards a decent
pub giving her until 9pm to decide at
the Crown last week. She opted for
the Sportsman at Withdean, but those
present persuaded Lily to veto,
making the Crown and Anchor a far
more attractive option despite not
being ale-trail.
At the chalk talk was the
announcement that we would also be visiting Snails 42, 9 and 5
if anyone was sad enough to know
where they were.
Arriving that very day from Stockholm
for  Bogeymans funeral it was fairly
hilarious that within yards of the pub,
Sir Malibog got lost, and missed the
sip stop, only briefly coinciding with
Local Knowledge on a similar
trajectory while the rest of us took in
much of the Preston Park parkrun
course on our way over to Poppy, the
first of tonight’s snails.
Tackling the steps at Lovers Walk we
headed up to join Port Hall Road,
where Rebel Without informed us we’d  passed his first ever
house, which now had a blue plaque
on it.
We are not worthy! It was obviously
the Dyke Road Park next for another
snail, and then we headed down to
the Old Shoreham Road, to jaunt
along to Hove Park for a final photo
opportunity.
Having been loitering around at the
back of the field for a few months I
exploited my advantage fully hitting
this snail first, before majestically
leading pack round much of the Hove
Park parkrun to the bottom of Three Cornered Copse.

BRIGHTON HASH #2200 AT A SNAILS PACE
At Crown and Anchor, Preston Park

Changing gear, the entire pack
were soon distant dots in the

rear view mirror as I accelerated up
the hill, check after check seamlessly
failing to catch me out as I punished
the earth resolutely with cries of “On
on!”.
Having determined that perhaps I
should hold for the underlings at the
apex it was rather upsetting to
chance upon a fishhook that, like so
many snakes and ladders, dragged
me back down to the bottom of the
hill and the back of the pack. Now
broken I settled into my new
position on the greensward until,
passing the windmill, the brain
kicked in and I remembered that
we were nearly at the sip!
Backing on to the green the Lily/
Sparkleses garden and summer
house does a great Prosecco and
delicious homemade sos rolls and
cheesy pasties. Most of the walkers
had made it, as well

as some surprises with a pregnant Parsnip putting in an
appearance. To avoid people
missing the sip, hare thought he’d
leave the on- mark until he left,
but somehow myself and Kick’im
missed it and missed the entire
return trail by dropping down and
running along the A24 instead of
the shorter line path. Circling-up
the hares were downed with Lily
being assisted by virgin hare Kel,
while Randoms name was on the
sheet for a wine birthday DD. We
also had a few VIP’s including
Rebel for his blue plaque, Prof

wearing bling from a 16.8 miler the day before, but Peter Pansy
had eloped again so still didn’t get
recognised for his recent Gretna
Green nuptials. Shame as he was
also nominated for Numpty after
arriving early, and running 6 miles
in search of marks but failing to
latch onto trail.
Kel thought he was in trouble for
a lack of dog control after Chief
emptied his bowels in front of the
RA but it went to Lily after You
Stupid Bastard ran away from him
to do the fishhook despite not

being in the numbers! Another great hash!...............OnOn Bouncer
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Nintendo Goes Bust After Stormy
Daniels Admits Trump Has COCK
Like A ‘Mario Kart Mushroom’

A spokesperson for Nintendo has confirmed that the entire
worldwide company has gone out of business after sales

just ‘died completely’ as a result of Stormy Daniels’
announcement that President Trump has a cock like one of the
mushrooms from Mario Kart.

Speaking to the press, the console giant’s Hidetoshi Yoshi said
that this was a ‘dark day’ for video gaming.
He added, ‘Our global sales of Mario Kart and Super Mario
have just stopped completely because nobody wants to kick
back and relax while seeing something that makes them think
about Trump’s top-heavy wrinkly old wanger.’
‘We have no idea why she couldn’t have chosen a comparable
figure with slightly less destructive economic consequences.’
‘Would it have killed her to just say ‘Ted Danson?’
‘Box set sales of Cheers are pretty shit anyway these days.’

A spokesperson for Nestlé has confirmed that the manufacturer
will cease production of Walnut Whips in March 2019 as the
name promotes sexual violence
against men.
According to the confectionary
giant, a complaint was received that
the name ‘Walnut Whip’ implies that
a man is having one of his testicles
attacked with a riding crop, and
they feel that this sort of imagery is
no longer suitable for selling
chocolate nougat products in 2018.
He added: ‘Our researchers
discovered that ‘walnut’ is one of
the most common nicknames when
people discuss a man’s sexual
organs.’
‘We are also about to launch a
consultation about renaming
Breakaway bars as we have received complaints from a number
of Remain voters.’
In other news, Cadbury chiefs have confirmed that a hunt is
underway to find a new name for their Curlywurly bar as the
existing name ‘conjures up imagery of pubic hair.’

Mum outraged after spotting
Mercedes with SEXUALLY
EXPLICIT number plate

A mum from Shoreham-by-Sea in Sussex admitted that she
was DISGUSTED after she spotted a Mercedes with an

obscene number plate.

She said: ‘My son is only six, and as soon as he saw the plate
he started spelling it out using phonics like he has been practicing
at school.’
‘After about thirty seconds, he just blurted out ‘Mummy. What’s
a tit w*nk?’
‘I was forced to think on my feet and I told him that it was a
type of small bird, but he repeated it at school on Monday and
now I have been called in to see the headteacher.’
‘It is disgusting that the DVLA have allowed this number plate
to pass through their system, especially as that other plate got
cancelled a few months ago because it spelled out ‘JIHAD.’
‘What are we saying here? You can’t reference Islamic terrorism
but it’s perfectly acceptable to describe this form of alternative
sexual pursuit?’
‘Mercedes should be subject to the same laws and regulations
as every other car on the road.’
A spokesperson for the DVLA said: ‘We would like to thank
Miss Garridge for bringing this matter to our attention.’
‘One of our representatives is now in contact with the plate’s
owner to try and come up with an alternative that conveys the
same sentiments without straying into indecency.’

A boy hears a knocking at the door, he opens it, looks left,
looks right, then up and down, and finally sees a snail. He throws
the snail into the yard about fifty feet.
Thirty years later the man hears a knocking at the door, he
goes to the door, looks up, looks right, looks up, and then sees
a snail at the door step.
The snail says "What the heck was that for."

Walnut Whips banned as the name
encourages sexual violence against men

Not so fast Heinz had kindly let
himself be press-ganged into

setting trail, but was clearly having
regrets by the time we arrived, as the
restriction of swinging past Dave &
Jenny’s place for the sip meant he’d
had to shorten the original trail.
Meanwhile, Lily had a quantity of ale
to drop off at Dave’s first meaning
he was late on parade.
As pack set off round the Salts and
back on the seafront, the Saltdean
Mudlarks were still parking up and
struggled to find the way until they spotted torches up Seaford
Head.
Suffering a lack of back marks though, they missed the turn on
the golf course, picked up the original trail until that faded, then
just flounced around for a bit before returning to the pub.
Meanwhile the walkers found their own way thro’ the winding
roads of the Metropolis of Seaford, being held up waiting for
Wiggy for almost getting lost at his own piss stop and when
Bouncer rushed into a news agents to buy a tube of plastic mugs
for the sip stop only to find there were plenty on hand.
Having reached the sip stop first the walkers had primary choice
on all the goodies on hand leaving only mere morsels for the
runners.
Lily and Dave had fared better, actually meeting hare, so made
it to the sip after a predominantly road run.
The beer, Downlands Hidden Colour, wasexcellent so thanks
to Random and Lily for that, and DT’s snacks also slipped down
nicely, before the return trail through the twittens.

BRIGHTON HASH #2201
At The Fittingly named Old Boot Inn, Seaford

Circling up, Eddie was thanked
for the trail (which he’d swept

by bike!), DT for hosting the sip,
and Lily for the beer.
Malibog received a downer for
making the walkers take an even
townier route than needed before
presenting the hash with a new
sword, ’Hashcalibur’, after
officially knighting Wiggy, now
known as Sir Wiggy or Swiggy for
short..
The presence of so many oldies in

the circle prompted RA to inform us that today is in fact
Grumpy Fuckers Day getting the over 70’s to raise themselves
on their grumbling knees to Heinz complaining, “I’m not grumpy,
just a fucker.”
Black Stockings was welcomed back but admonished for not
bringing fiancé Geoff, and talking in the circle, which also
dragged Spreadsheet up who moaned about his conversation
being interrupted, but incidentally hadn’t stood as a grumpy
fucker!
Somehow Bouncer ended up taking Psychlepaths deserved
beer for trying to find his missus in the Gents toilet, but the real
Numpty was Falling Madonna after her inner Bogeyman took
over at David’s wake and she started handing round the
chocolate cake to all and sundry before being informed that
was for sale, not part of the funeral supper.
Circle was closed with a vote on next weeks run by Rainbow
Balls from the Bent Arms (teapot stance) or for the Stand Up
(fist pump!). Another great hash!....................................OnOn Bouncer

SUSSEX CRIME WATCH

The Sussex Police wish to contact a man who broke into
the pig enclosure at the Blackberry Farm Park 120 days
ago. He was last seen running from the farm wearing a
Brighton Hash T-shirt.

Records have been tumbling all week at the very first running
of The Vegan Olympics taking place in Brighton.

The first big record smashed was by American athlete, Slim
Jim Tomkins who successfully lifted both his arms directly above
his own head on his 3rd and final attempt breaking his own
previously record of just above his shoulders.
Highlights so far included in the games are 27 year old Mavis
Bradley, of Canada who, managed to wade through a child’s
paddling pool in a fraction over two minutes and Dennis Smith
of team GB who outlasted the entire field in the gold ribbon
event of ‘Who can go longest without mentioning that they are
a Vegan’, with a whopping 5 minutes and 23 seconds.
The Vegan Olympics has been designed to spread the word
and show that the typical stereotypes about veganism just aren’t
true. The organisers say that so far it has been a resounding
success despite the tricky start when more than half the
competitors feeling a little too ill to take part. The closing
ceremony will see Paul McCartney and his Vegan sing song.
But fear not, there’s still time to catch some top sporting action
before then with events such as ‘who can fit through the
narrowest gap’ ‘standing up unassisted’ and the 4 x 4 carrot
baton 10 metre relay.

More News From Brighton
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Welcome to St Mary the Virgin, set in peaceful and beautiful
surroundings in a fold of the South Downs National Park

near Arundel. There is evidence of early Anglo-Saxon
construction in the church, but most of the building is early 12th
century onwards.

Here you will find the last resting place of Mortimer Cecil Hay
and his wife Marjorie Kathleen Hay. Devoted Servant of this
Church and Village and of his Country in Malaya.

Mortimer Cecil Hay was an active member and founder of the
Mother Hash in KL during the pre-war period and after.
He was part of  the Malayan Civil Service, 1913–1945 and
served as Chief Inspector of Mines in the Federated Malay
States  and in the Light Battery of its volunteer artillery forces.
He saw active service during the Malayan campaign, beginning
with his joining the battery in mid-Dec. 1941. He saw action at
Kuala Selangor and during the siege of Singapore. After its
surrender, he escaped by ship on 16 Feb., reaching Sumatra
on 21 Feb. and then Sri Lanka on 1 Mar. 1942.
Later in life they both settled down in Burpham where they
were regular members and companions of ‘St Mary’s’ Parish
Church and enthusiastic patrons of ‘The George’ Parish Pub.

THE HASH IS 80 YEARS OLD!
Set in the picturesque village of Burpham in the South Downs

National Park, just over two miles from Arundel.
This is a great place for visting Hashers with the surrounding
countryside and a visit to Cecil Hay’s last On-Home.

Burpham is situated just over two miles from Arundel in the
picturesque village of Burpham ( the clue's in the name!),
surrounded by the local church, village hall and cricket ground,
which has beautiful views of the South Downs National Park.
You can walk to the pub from Arundel along the riverbank in
about 25 minutes. There are also bridal ways, cycling routes
and public footpaths in the surrounding areas for all to enjoy.
Arundel itself exudes history and tradition, with its Cathedral
and Norman castle, home to the Dukes of Norfolk for over
800 years. The River Arun winds its way through the town and
the area's attractions include the Arundel Wildfowl and Wetlands
Trust, Swanbourne Lake.

The George at Burpham. that was built in 1736,  is a traditional
17th century country pub which has been providing warm
hospitality to villagers and visitors for over 300 years.
And has been host several times to both the Chichester Hash
and the Brighton Hash over the last 25 years, with good tradition
ales and ciders.
The village also has a century-old cricket pitch where W. G.
Grace played.

Mortimer Cecil Hay died in 1981 at the age of 90
www.achurchnearyou.com/burpham-st-mary-the-virgin/

Thanks everyone for coming to my 9th Annual Norrtälje
Hash this weekend! It was great fun to have you here and

I especially enjoyed the fantastic contributions from all the
brewers who participated in the Home Brew Hash competition.

However before we could participate in the beers there was
the little matter of the trail to encounter. The Chalk Talk was
held outside and then the pack was away following the marks
into the Norrtälje countryside eventually leading the pack to
the beers stops to quench our dryness.  HOME AND THE

While cleaning the house today, I found yet another score sheet
hidden under the black garbage bag in the hallway. It wasn't
complete, but I assume that the votes listed on it were meant to
be counted.

So after including them, I can now tell you that we have a new
winner -- Olibier's Cherry Pop brewed by Dengue Dick!
Congratulations! I will bring the Sacred Mug of Homer with
me to the next hash and pass it on to our worthy champion
who will then select the theme and date for our next HBH.
Cheers!.............................................................................OnOn Slow Brewer

The 9th Annual Norrtälje & Home Brew Hash

ON HOME AND CIRCLE WAS CALLED BY
TWO SWEDES WHO BOTH DID A FINE JOB
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